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This multiple case study investigated the integration of science, technology, 

engineering, and math in secondary agricultural education. Observations, interviews, 

documents, and artifacts provided qualitative data and identified the types of STEM 

knowledge taught in secondary agricultural education. The methodology was grounded 

in the interpretive framework and philosophical assumptions of social constructivism. 

The findings were that the three SBAE programs selected for study introduced students 

to a variety of STEM knowledge, skills, and careers. Science and technology were 

consistently integrated in the teachers’ curricula, but engineering and math concepts 

were only periodically integrated. This study adds to the body of literature that has 

suggested that student achievement in STEM is increased by agricultural education. 

Eight case study propositions were accepted, while two were useful but not accepted for 

all cases. The cases addressed topics within about 40% of federally-approved STEM 

degree programs. Areas for improvement and further research within teacher education, 

teaching methods, and curriculum resources were identified. A possible model of 

STEM-integration was postulated. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Education has sought to improve the lives of students and prepare them for 

careers and other pursuits of life. Yet, the U.S. has experienced ongoing discontent with 

student achievement since A Nation at Risk claimed that its educational achievements 

were being exceeded by other countries (Committee on Prospering in the Global 

Economy of the 21st Century, 2007; Gardner, 1983). That report has led to many 

attempts to reform education through federal and state legislation, yet student 

achievement on international standardized science and mathematics exams has not 

significantly increased (Gonzalez & Kuenzi, 2012). While preventing a decrease in 

achievement can be seen as a consolation, students have deserved a more ambitious 

goal than maintaining the status quo. This has been especially important given the 

evolution of careers in a digital, knowledge-based economy. Many have suggested that 

careers of the future will require more knowledge and skills related to science, 

technology, engineering, and math (STEM) (Association of Public and Land-Grant 

Universities [APLU], 2009; Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st 

Century, 2007; National Research Council, 2009). Increasing student achievement in 

STEM will help ensure that students are prepared for a job market that requires 

sophisticated knowledge and skills. 

School-based agricultural education (SBAE), as part of career and technical 

education (CTE), has had a more clear connection to specific careers than regular 

academic classes. Agriculture classes have used inherently interdisciplinary contexts 

and have involved each of the four STEM subjects. SBAE should help address the 

stagnation of achievement in STEM (National Research Council, 2009). Furthermore, 
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the APLU (2009) predicted a growing shortage of scientists and professionals in food, 

agriculture, natural resources, and related sciences because the number of graduates 

was lower than predicted job growth in 2009. It suggested that “U.S. leadership in 

science, mathematics, engineering, and technology is slipping” (p. 5) and recommended 

creating “AG*STEM programs… throughout the educational system” (p. 8). 

History of STEM Education 

Although it began as SMET education, the phrase STEM education was created 

in the 1990s and became popular due to the worry that other countries would surpass 

the U.S. economically due to their investment in STEM (Sanders, 2009). Since the 

phrase was coined, STEM education has been such an active area that some have 

referred to the phenomenon as STEMmania. Recent historical milestones in STEM 

education have included: 

 The Journal of STEM Education was created in 2000 (Journal of STEM 
Education, 2013).   

 In 2004, about $2.8 billion was allocated to “207 federal education programs 
designed to increase the number of students studying in STEM fields and/or 
improve the quality of STEM education” (Kuenzi, 2008, p. 19). 

 Four STEM-related federal laws were passed between 2005 and 2007, most 
notably the America COMPETES Act. Formally known as the America Creating 
Opportunities to Meaningfully Promote Excellence in Technology, Education, and 
Science Act, the law expanded STEM education programs and created new 
programs with the Department of Energy, Department of Education, and the 
National Science Foundation (Kuenzi, 2008). 

 The America COMPETES Reauthorization Act was passed in 2010 (Gonzalez & 
Kuenzi, 2012). 

Concerns that have motivated STEM policy included “…achievement gaps between 

various demographic groups, U.S. student performance on international mathematics 

and science tests, foreign student enrollments in U.S. institutions of higher education, 
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global STEM education attainment, U.S. STEM teacher quality, and the U.S. STEM 

labor supply” (Gonzalez & Kuenzi, 2012, p. 4). An overview of STEM education 

research by Josh Brown (2012) concluded that “more research is needed in both 

descriptive classroom applications for practicing teachers and in rigourous 

qualitative/quantitative research projects” (p. 10). 

In 2013, as part of the America COMPETES Reauthorization Act, The National 

Science and Technology Council’s Committee on STEM Education developed a five 

year plan for federal investment and action to improve STEM teaching, increase public 

engagement and student interest in STEM, better serve underrepresented groups in 

STEM fields, and improve post-secondary STEM education. The plan noted that: 

In his 2011 State of the Union address, President Obama called for a new 
effort to prepare 100,000 STEM teachers over the next decade with strong 
teaching skills and deep content knowledge. The President’s call built on 
key conclusions of the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and 
Technology (PCAST) - that teachers need to have enough content 
knowledge to link STEM to compelling real-world issues, model the 
process of scientific investigation, effectively address student 
misconceptions, and help their students learn to reason and solve 
problems like mathematicians, scientists and engineers. (p. 18) 

The emphasis on connecting content knowledge, STEM knowledge, real-world issues, 

and problem solving skills has been a key part of the philosophy of STEM education 

(Ejiwale, 2012). 

Student Achievement in STEM 

While little national data on student achievement in technology or engineering 

have been gathered, achievement in science and math has been a source of 

dissatisfaction ever since A Nation at Risk and spurred the interest in STEM education. 

Based on 2011 school year data, 35% or less of 8th graders were proficient in math or 

science, with similar percentages for high school students (Aud et al., 2011). However, 
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student achievement slightly increased in both subjects from 2009 to 2011. Despite this 

limited progress, concern about achievement has been further validated by other 

statistics: the U.S. ranked 20th in the world in the proportion of 24-year-olds earning 

degrees in natural science or engineering between 1970 and 2003, and high school 

students ranked 28th in math literacy and 24th in science literacy on the Program for 

International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2003 (Kuenzi, 2008). More recently, on the 

2009 PISA, U.S. students ranked 24th in math and 19th in science (Fleischman, 

Hopstock, Pelczar, & Shelley, 2010). Due to statistics like these, 

The STEM education establishment has long believed STEM education 
hasn’t been working as well as it should, and has been toiling steadfastly 
to make improvements. But instead of praising their successes, public 
concern has escalated. In recent years, the “STEM pipeline” problem—the 
decrease in the number of students pursuing STEM fields, particularly 
those from historically underrepresented populations—has been widely 
publicized. (Sanders, 2009, p. 22) 

However, Gonzalez and Kuenzi (2012) pointed out the progress made in graduate 

enrollment in science and engineering over the past decade. Overall, enrollments have 

increased 35%, with minority enrollments increasing over 50%. Yet, out of all science 

and engineering degrees awarded globally in 2008, the U.S. only produced 10%. China 

conferred 23% of these degrees, and the European Union produced 19% (Gonzalez & 

Kuenzi, 2012). Out of all degrees awarded in the U.S. in 2008, only 17% of 

undergraduate, 13% of master’s, and 35% of doctoral degrees were in STEM fields 

(Kuenzi, 2008).  

The National Academy of Science’s Committee on Prospering in the Global 

Economy of the 21st Century (2007) stated that “K-12 education in science, 

mathematics, and technology has become a focus of intense concern … U.S. schools 

do not seem capable of producing enough students with the knowledge and skills 
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needed to prosper” (p. 305). Their report, titled Rising Above the Gathering Storm, has 

become a modern day A Nation at Risk. It related student achievement in STEM to the 

challenges that will be faced in an era of globalization. The committee argued that 

STEM will be critical to ensuring economic well-being, public and environmental health, 

security, new industries, and an improved standard of living. Gonzalez and Kuenzi 

(2012) also connected increasing student achievement in STEM with positive 

socioeconomic outcomes: 

More recent concerns about scientific and technological literacy in the 
United States focus on the relationship between STEM education and 
national prosperity and power. Since World War II, the United States has 
benefitted from economic and military advances made possible, in part, by 
a highly skilled STEM workforce. However, today the economic and social 
benefits of scientific thinking and STEM education are widely believed to 
have broad application for workers in both STEM and non-STEM 
occupations. As such, many contemporary policymakers consider 
widespread STEM literacy, as well as specific STEM expertise, to be 
critical human capital competencies for a 21st century economy. (p. 1) 

Teacher Efficacy in STEM 

In discussing its first goal of improving STEM instruction, The National Council on 

Science and Technology (2013) referenced much research that has indicated how 

effective teachers have a striking, positive effect on student achievement. Effective 

STEM teaching has included following student interests, building on their knowledge 

and experiences, and providing new experiences that engage them in the processes of 

science and engineering (National Research Council, 2011). In the best STEM 

programs, being guided through scientific investigations and engineering design 

projects has empowered students to develop their own identities as STEM learners. The 

National Research Council (2011) also suggested that career and technical educators 

have had an advantage when it comes to STEM teaching because 
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For its part, career and technical education is predicated on the idea of 
making learning relevant and connecting the content with its 
applications… Programs commonly use engineering as a mechanism for 
making content relevant, and they rely heavily on technology as a tool for 
engaging in scientific practices. (p. 19) 

The desire to create more and more effective STEM educators through teacher 

education programs and professional development has been expressed by the U.S. 

Government, CTE organizations, and general education organizations (National Council 

on Science and Technology, 2013). In 2006, 45 programs with the goal of recruiting, 

retaining, or developing K-12 STEM teachers were federally funded (Kuenzi, 2008).  

Future Careers in Agriculture 

Only about 15% of agricultural employment opportunities between 2010 and 

2015 were projected to be in production. About 27% were estimated to be directly in 

science and engineering and 47% were in business and management (Goecker, Smith, 

Smith, & Goetz, 2010). These statistics have exemplified the long-term trend within the 

agricultural industry of expanding careers outside of farming and production. 

Technological innovations have improved agricultural yields and efficiency, while 

reducing the amount of labor required, which has allowed growth in the supporting 

areas of agriculture (Drache, 1996; Shoulders, 2012). Although careers in production 

agriculture certainly have involved STEM-related knowledge, these statistics and other 

factors have indicated an intensifying need for STEM knowledge in the agricultural 

industry. In fact, technology has continued to be one of the most important causes of 

structural changes in the agricultural industry (Dimitri, Effland, & Conklin, 2005). 

Agriculture has faced the difficult problem of a growing population combined with 

environmental limits. With population projections at 9 billion for 2050, food production 

must significantly increase at the same time it is shrinking its environmental footprint 
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(Foley et al., 2011). Furthermore, The National Research Council (2009) pointed out 

that society’s major challenges, 

including energy security, national security, human health, and climate 
change — are closely tied to the global food and agriculture enterprise. 
Academic institutions with programs in agriculture are in a perfect position 
to foster the next generation of leaders and professionals needed to 
address these challenges. (p. 1) 

Therefore, agricultural education should help create a 21st century workforce that is able 

to address social, economic, and environmental challenges through STEM. The 

National Research Council (2009) went as far as suggesting that STEM be changed to 

science, technology, engineering, agriculture, and math (STEAM). 

STEM in Agriculture Classrooms 

STEM education has been incorporated into agricultural education programs. In 

fact, the March-April 2013 edition of The Agricultural Education Magazine’s theme was 

using agriculture to teach STEM. Traditionally, the scientific method, plant and animal 

biology, cellular biology, biotechnology, genetics, physical science, chemistry, and soil 

and water science have been included in agricultural curricula (Rao, 1987). The direct 

integration of science into SBAE was first called for by the National Research Council in 

1988. This drove the development of agriscience curricula, led to agriculture classes 

that provided science credits, and inspired studies that showed how an agricultural 

context can improve science learning (Conroy, Dailey, & Shelley-Tolbert, 2000). 

Agriculture students may learn about and use agritechnology, plus be required to 

have sufficient computer skills. Liza Goetz (2012) pointed out the usefulness of 

“technology … with multiple sensors such as temperature, pH, CO2, dissolved oxygen, 

and GPS just to name a few” (p. 19). She also discussed using smartphone applications 

to aid in plant and animal identification. Lawrence and Rayfield (2012) discussed similar 
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STEM inclusion opportunities when growing a school garden. Lee (2000) suggested 

that the emerging technologies of precision agriculture and biotechnology are important 

aspects of SBAE. 

Engineering-related objectives from the Florida Department of Education’s 

(FLDOE) Pathways to Engineering class that could be addressed through agricultural 

education include: sketching and drawing; taking, recording, and converting 

measurements; understanding a product’s life cycle; energy sources and their 

problems; biotechnology; and mechanical designs (FLDOE, 2013). Coolman (1992) 

noted that engineering presents possibilities for solving problems, while agriculture 

provides a quickly increasing number of problems related to production and processing.  

For mathematics, computations, models, measurements, and data analysis have 

been incorporated into some curricula. Percentages, fractions, area, volume, and other 

aspects of geometry and algebra have been taught through design projects, fertilizer 

applications, ordering media or feed, making budgets, and more (Ray, 2013). Like with 

science, significant research into mathematics in SBAE has also been completed (Miller 

& Gliem, 1994; Stripling, 2012; Young, Edwards, & Leising, 2006). However, less 

research has addressed the possibilities of enhancing agricultural curricula with 

technology and engineering, although this has been a problem of STEM education 

research and action in general (Coppola & Malyn-Smith, 2006). 

Career and technical education, especially SBAE, has been pushed to embrace 

the emphasis on STEM. “Agricultural education within the high school environment is 

becoming heavily looked upon by administrators as a way to bring relative meaning to 

core academic content that often seems to be a vast wilderness to so many students” 
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(Haug, 2011, p. 7). Documenting and escalating the STEM content taught within 

agricultural and other CTE classes may help administrators, politicians, and the public 

realize their value. Interestingly, CTE has employed many of the same teaching 

methods that research has suggested for STEM education. When teaching STEM, 

Ejiwale (2012) noted the special importance of engaging students in “motivational 

activities that integrate the curriculum to promote hands-on and other related 

experiences that would be needed to help solve problems as they relate to their 

environments” (p. 91). Agriculture teachers have been employing hands-on activities for 

many years through lab work and supervised agricultural experiences (SAEs). Similarly, 

motivational activities and real world contexts have been inherent in most CTE curricula. 

Clearly, though SBAE “…begins in agriculture and natural resources, [it] links with 

supporting base disciplines” (Phipps & Osborne, 1988, p. 8). Indeed, SBAE programs 

have been so diverse that the philosophy of agricultural education has emphasized the 

process of learning by doing over the specific content learned (Phipps & Osborne, 

1988). 

Statement of the Problem 

This study addressed the nationwide problem of stagnating secondary student 

achievement in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. Many trends have 

indicated that agricultural careers will continue to require more STEM-related 

knowledge and skills (APLU, 2009; NRC, 2009), yet little interdisciplinary documentation 

of STEM in SBAE has occurred. While discipline-specific studies on enhancing 

agricultural curricula with science or mathematics have provided insight, they have not 

addressed all areas of this problem. How STEM is included in SBAE, as well as teacher 
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and student perceptions of STEM inclusion, have been further documented by this 

study. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to determine processes, perceptions, content, and 

methods used when teaching STEM in selected Florida secondary school agriculture 

programs, and then to identify implications concerning how STEM is taught in SBAE 

through a multiple case study analysis. In addition, teacher and student perceptions of 

STEM and its inclusion in SBAE were examined.  

Statement of Objectives 

The objectives of the study were to: 

1. Identify STEM knowledge and skills taught in SBAE. 

2. Identify the processes and methods used to teach STEM knowledge and skills in 
SBAE. 

3. Document agriculture teachers’ perceptions of STEM in SBAE and barriers to 
STEM inclusion. 

4. Document agriculture students’ perceptions of STEM and analyze the 
relationship between attitudes and other variables. 

Significance of the Study 

This study addressed several priorities of the American Association for 

Agricultural Education’s National Research Agenda. Priority three, providing a sufficient 

scientific workforce that addresses 21st century challenges, directly motivated this 

research (Doerfert, 2011). As discussed earlier, improving STEM education within 

SBAE will be a vital step in providing that type of workforce. Priorities four and five were 

creating meaningful learning environments and effective education programs (Doerfert, 

2011). This study addressed those by observing teaching in regards to meaningful 
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STEM learning and discussing implications for effective SBAE programs. Priority two 

was new technologies, practices, and adoption (Doerfert, 2011). This is addressed 

through documenting the ways teachers incorporate technology-related topics and the 

attitudes that students hold about technology. 

The results of this research can be directly used by teachers, agricultural teacher 

educators, CTE administrators, and curriculum developers. Agriculture teachers may 

benefit through deeper understanding of STEM education, but also from the discussion 

of practices and methods. They may be interested to know how others are incorporating 

STEM into their curriculum and inspired to enhance new parts of their curriculum with 

STEM. Teachers could also learn about agriculture students’ attitudes towards STEM 

from this research. The implications of this multiple case study analysis could help 

teachers to improve their efficacy, and hence, their students’ achievement in STEM.  

However, the research may be most significant to teacher educators. Not only 

has STEM integration in three SBAE programs been documented, but teachers’ 

perceptions and experiences with STEM integration were also examined. Agriculture 

teacher educators may be better able to prepare teachers to incorporate STEM after 

reading this study. Because teacher educators may shape the efficacy of future 

teachers, this study may have a profound impact on their work. CTE administrators may 

also find this information helpful when encouraging teachers to include more STEM 

curricula. The identification of barriers to STEM inclusion may allow teacher educators 

and administrators to remove or minimize them whenever possible. 

Definition of Terms 

 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. Teaching, learning, and the study of teaching and 
learning in agricultural contexts (Barrick, 1989). 
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 ENHANCED CURRICULUM. A subject-specific curriculum that has a second subject 
added throughout the curriculum in order to improve achievement in the second 
subject. An example is enhancing an agricultural curriculum with mathematics 
(Young, Edwards, Liesing, 2006). 

 PERCEPTIONS OF STEM. A participant’s thoughts or feelings regarding their 
confidence, attitude, and efficacy with STEM. Qualitative data were used to 
understand teacher and student perceptions of STEM. 

 STEM EDUCATION. “STEM education includes approaches that explore teaching 
and learning among any two or more of the STEM subjects, and/or between a 
STEM subject and one or more other school subjects” (Sanders, 2009, p. 21). 
This definition emphasized the connections between the STEM subjects 
themselves as well as other subjects.  

 STEM KNOWLEDGE. Information related to science, technology, engineering, or 
math that is contextual and can be recalled (Sanders, 2009).  

 STEM SKILLS. The processes of investigation, problem-solving, and design used 
by scientists, engineers, and mathematicians. STEM skills are open ended and 
interdisciplinary, leading learners to realize that there are multiple ways to solve 
problems (Ejiwale, 2012). 

 STEM INTEGRATION. When STEM-related topics are incorporated into a class by a 
teacher. 

Limitations 

Several limitations were inherent in this research. Transferability was limited by 

the convenience sample, although cases were selected according to the principal of 

maximum variation. While assuming that the agriculture classrooms in this study were 

similar to ones in other areas of Florida was probably safe, the results cannot be 

generalized to all Florida schools or other states. An urban SBAE program was not 

included in the study. The different knowledge and perceptions of urban students 

regarding agriculture (Frick, Birkenholz, Gardner, & Machtmes, 1995) may impact the 

nature of effective STEM-integration.  

The study involved only veteran teachers, so the implications may have limited 

transferability to newer teachers. Interviews also have limited transferability, though they 
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provide tremendous insight into one person (Ary, Jacobs, & Sorenson, 2010). Subject 

effects were also possible, as teachers and students may have skewed their answers to 

questions because they knew the research was related to STEM (Ary, Jacobs, & 

Sorenson, 2010). 

Time was another major constraint. Stake (2013) suggested that a researcher 

working full time for about a year could complete a multiple case study. The timeline of 

this study only allowed for about 15-30 hours of work per week for eight months. 

However, the data tended towards saturation by the end of the time in the field, plus 

interviews gave an impression of what teachers did outside of the observation period. 

Nonetheless, the case reports should be thought of as a slice of life. Knowing all 

aspects of the cases would never be possible, so the goal of this qualitative research 

has been to provide accurate, rich descriptions of the data. In addition, only the in-

school portions of SBAE programs were considered, so extracurricular STEM teaching 

and learning through FFA and Supervised Agricultural Experiences were not 

documented. 

The researcher’s biases also created limitations. The section on researcher 

subjectivity in Chapter 3 dealt with this challenge by exposing the researcher’s 

preconceptions and previous experiences as an educator (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013). 

Assumptions 

As qualitative research, this study assumed that a teacher’s reality has been 

influenced by many contextual factors, and that those factors could be revealed through 

interviews (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Dependability was also assumed, in that the 

teachers’ and students’ answers to questions were presumed to be truthful and 
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straightforward. The philosophical and epistemological assumptions will be discussed in 

the theoretical framework section of Chapter 2. 

Summary 

Careers involving science, technology, engineering, and math have fueled an 

increasingly important sector of the American economy that will be necessary to 

address issues related to agriculture, natural resources, energy, infrastructure, and 

transportation. Some statistics have indicated that the public education system has 

begun to improve achievement scores in science and math, but technology and 

engineering education gains have not been consistently documented. Agricultural 

education has had many opportunities to teach STEM-related knowledge and skills that 

are desirable traits for employers (APLU, 2009; NRC, 2009). Improving STEM 

achievement within agricultural education may help to ensure that agricultural 

production meets the demands of the future. 

Chapter 1 described the purpose of this research as addressing the problem of 

low student achievement in STEM by investigating the ways STEM was taught in 

selected SBAE programs in Florida. The objectives of the study included identification of 

STEM-related knowledge and skills taught through agricultural education as well as 

perceptions of STEM inclusion. The results of this study will have implications relevant 

to teaching, teacher education, administration, and curriculum development that may 

help improve teacher efficacy and student achievement in STEM.  
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The model of teaching and learning described by Dunkin and Biddle (1974) 

provided the framework used to investigate the variables in this study. Given the 

problem of stagnating achievement in science, technology, engineering, and 

mathematics (STEM), the variables chosen for study were teacher STEM knowledge, 

student and teacher perceptions of STEM, teacher preparation, student demographics, 

school and district support of STEM, teaching method, STEM integration, student 

engagement, and student achievement. Literature related to the variables was reviewed 

to provide the necessary background for an effective investigation of STEM teaching 

and learning in the context of school-based agricultural education (SBAE), with the 

purpose of describing what and how STEM content is integrated into agricultural 

classrooms.  

This qualitative research was undertaken from a constructivist epistemology. 

Therefore, constructivism also informed this investigation and was used to review 

literature on learning STEM and teaching method.  

Theoretical Framework 

Dunkin and Biddle’s (1974) model of teaching and learning proposed that teacher 

traits, student and community characteristics that teachers cannot control, activities in 

the classroom, and the outcomes of teaching are the elemental variables involved in 

education. They were named presage, context, process, and product variables, 

respectively. The relationship between the four variables is shown in Figure 2-1. The 

usefulness of Dunkin and Biddle’s model in education research has been supported by 

other researchers (Park & Osborne, 2004; Young, Edwards, & Leising, 2006).  
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This multiple case study analysis involved documentation, observation, and 

measurement across all four types of variables. For this study, the presage variables 

were STEM knowledge, perceptions of STEM, preparation, and professional 

development. The context variables were STEM perceptions of students, demographics 

of students, and the school and district support of STEM. Demographics included were 

socioeconomic status, gender, and race. In the classroom, the process variables 

examined were STEM integration, student engagement, and teaching method. The 

product variables were student achievement and perceptions of STEM, since 

perceptions may change due to classroom activities. A conceptual model that shows the 

variables involved in the study was created (Figure 2-1). Literature pertaining to each 

STEM discipline was reviewed because so few studies have examined all four 

disciplines. 

Constructivism 

Constructivism, even when limited to the field of education, is a broad 

philosophical theory and epistemology based on the idea that people construct their 

own realities. Many famous thinkers on education formulated their ideas from a 

constructivist point of view, including Lev Vygotsky, Jean Piaget, and John Dewey 

(Oxford, 1997). Prawat (1992) stated that constructivism necessitates “a dramatic 

change in the focus of teaching, putting the students’ own efforts to understand at the 

center of the educational enterprise … Thus … the traditional telling-listening 

relationship between teacher and student is replaced by one that is more complex and 

interactive” (p. 357). Similarly, 

starting from the constructivist position that the knower is an "actor" rather 
than a "spectator," Dewey staunchly advocated the use of activity 
methods in the schoolroom-for students are potential knowers, yet 
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traditional schooling forces students into the mold of passive receptacles 
waiting to have information instilled, instead of allowing them to move 
about, discuss, experiment, work on communal projects, pursue research 
outdoors in the fields and indoors in the library and laboratory, and so 
forth. (Phillips, 1995, p. 11) 

The emphasis that learning is student driven should be unmistakable. The students 

must construct their knowledge; it cannot be constructed by the teacher. Then, what 

teaching methods are used by constructivists? 

Yager (1991) listed 11 constructivist teaching techniques based on Piaget’s 

principles: 

1. Using student questions to guide lessons. 

2. Accepting student initiation of ideas. 

3. Promoting student self-regulation and action. 

4. Using students’ experiences to drive lessons. 

5. Encouraging uses of alternative sources of information. 

6. Using open-ended questions to encourage elaboration. 

7. Encouraging students to identify causes and predict consequences. 

8. Asking for student ideas before presenting ideas from the text. 

9. Allowing adequate time for reflection and analysis. 

10. Facilitating reformulation of ideas given new experiences or evidence. 

11. Encouraging social interaction. 

So, experiences and experiential learning have been a vital aspect of constructivism. 

“That the conditions found in present experience should be used as sources of 

problems is a characteristic which differentiates education based upon experience from 

traditional education” (John Dewey, 1998, p. 96). Therefore, reflection upon experiences 

is vital, and social interactions and experiences can elicit learning (Fosnot, 1996). The 
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higher cognitive demands of constructivist-style lessons can cause frustration in some 

students, so teachers must use the techniques wisely and for the correct purpose 

(Perkins, 1999). 

Doolittle and Camp (1999) wrote a seminal article on constructivism within CTE. 

They stated that behaviorism has been the underlying theory of CTE since the late 

1800s and changes in the 1990s began to “implicitly rely on constructivist principles” 

(Doolittle & Camp, 1999, para. 58). That these principles may enhance the future of 

CTE was implied. One reason that constructivism has been especially applicable to 

CTE was “the rapid development in occupational, educational, and computer 

technologies” (Doolittle & Camp, 1999, para. 12). In preparing students for their careers, 

educators must remember that the student’s ability to adapt to changes and construct 

their own understanding is essential. The key factors of constructivist pedagogy listed 

by Doolittle and Camp (1999) are learning in real-world environments, social negotiation 

and mediation, relevant content and skills, using prior knowledge to understand new 

material, formative assessment that guides future learning, self-awareness and self-

regulation, teachers as facilitators rather than instructors, and multiple perspectives and 

representations of content. CTE has been naturally inclined to include several of these 

factors, especially learning in real-world environments and social skills. 

Nevertheless, scholars in the profession have yet to explicitly address the 
shift from behaviorism to constructivism. The path of reform the profession 
has followed over recent years places a strain on the degree to which 
behaviorist learning theory can adequately describe, explain, and predict 
the pedagogy needed by career and technical education as we move into 
the new millennium. It may be that cognitive constructivism will be found to 
be a better solution than behaviorism to serve as the learning theory 
foundation for career and technical education curriculum and pedagogy. 
(Doolittle & Camp, 1999, para. 58) 
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Learning STEM 

Becker and Park (2011) completed a meta-analysis of research related to 

integrative STEM learning that involves two or more of the STEM disciplines. A total of 

28 studies was selected and examined. Effect sizes were calculated for each study as 

well as the overall effect. Although the study was limited by the low number of empirical 

studies on integrative STEM learning, the conclusion was that “students who were 

exposed to integrative approaches demonstrated greater achievement in STEM 

subjects. Integrative approaches provide students with a rich learning context to 

improve student learning and interest” (Becker & Park, 2011, p. 31). Curricula 

integrating science and technology, either together or with the other disciplines, showed 

the largest effect sizes. Integration involving math repeatedly showed the smallest effect 

sizes. However, an integrative approach may also aid students in seeing the real-world 

applications of mathematics in STEM fields, providing additional motivation for future 

achievement (Becker & Park, 2011).  

Critical thinking ability has also been shown to be related to learning STEM 

disciplines. Specifically, Bitner (1991) gave 101 students the Group Assessment of 

Logical Thinking, which was found to be a significant predictor of critical thinking abilities 

and of science and mathematics school grades. The assessment explained 29% of the 

variance in mathematics achievement and 62% of the variance in science achievement. 

So, improving students’ critical thinking skills may be vital to increasing STEM 

achievement. 

A two-year synthesis study funded by the National Science Foundation found 

that STEM learning increased when teachers were involved in professional learning 

communities (Fulton & Britton, 2011). The involvement in learning teams helped 
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teachers to use more research-based methods, pay more attention to students’ 

reasoning and understanding, and engage students in additional modes of problem 

solving. 

But, what research-based methods might teachers learn from professional 

learning communities? Shinn et al. (2003) commented on the importance of 

cooperative, inquiry-based, problem-based, and contextualized teaching and learning 

when trying to improve student achievement in mathematics through SBAE. 

Coincidentally, much of the literature on STEM learning has called for similar methods 

to be used in STEM education, plus has emphasized the role of teacher as facilitator 

(Ejiwale, 2012; National Research Council, 2011; Sanders, 2009). These methods have 

also coincided with the constructivist approach. Further discussion of teaching methods 

will occur in the teaching methods section. 

Presage Variables 

In addition to STEM educators being well educated, educators’ attitudes 
toward teaching and self-efficacy are crucial to promoting an enabling 
learning environment for learners. It is believed that the potential effects of 
attitude are vital for the nature of commitment and resilience an individual 
may have. Thus it is crucial to understand and examine the attitude of the 
STEM educator in order to ascertain how they will adapt to the challenges 
a STEM program initiative may bring. This awareness is necessary 
because positive STEM educator attitudes will influence classroom 
strategies used to teach and contribute to the formation of positive learner 
attitudes. (Ejiwale, 2012, p. 88) 

The above quote sets the proper tone for the discussion of literature on the 

presage variables because teacher properties have been shown to have a strong 

relationship with student achievement (Darling-Hammond, 1999). The presage variables 

under consideration in this study were preparation, STEM knowledge, and perceptions 

of STEM. 
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Preparation and Professional Development 

Several important studies about the preparation of agriculture teachers in terms 

of incorporating STEM disciplines have been completed, particularly in science and 

math. Stripling and Roberts (2012a) conducted a pre-experimental, one-group, pretest-

posttest study of how a math-enhanced teaching methods course affected the 

mathematics ability and teaching efficacy of pre-service agriculture teachers. The pre-

service teachers were taught the National Research Center for Career and Technical 

Education’s seven components of a math-enhanced lessons, then had to design a 

lesson plan that taught two mathematics sub-standards. After the lessons were 

presented to the class, an analysis of coviariance test revealed a significant difference 

between the groups with the experimental group scoring higher. The effect size was .25, 

which was categorized as large. However, despite average scores of less than 50% on 

both the pre- and post-test, the pre-service teachers rated their teaching efficacy and 

personal mathematics efficacy as moderate to high. No significant changes in efficacy 

scores were found, although the experience caused personal efficacy to decrease 

slightly and teaching efficacy to increase slightly. 

The results from Stripling and Roberts (2012a) were consistent with Burton, 

Daane, and Giesen (2009), who conducted a quasi-experiment using a convenience 

sample of elementary pre-service teachers. The experimental group received 20 

minutes of mathematics-enhanced content in each class of a teaching methods course, 

while the control group received the traditional course. The experimental group scored 

significantly higher (p = .007) on the Content Knowledge for Teaching Mathematics 

Measure, which was used as a pre- and posttest. The control group did not score 

significantly higher (p = .157).  
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In a census study of the 355 agriculture teachers in Florida, Myers and 

Washburn (2008) found 52% of the teachers were not content with the amount of 

science they were including in their curricula. Additionally, 53% agreed that their lack of 

experience in science integration was a barrier. Given that the mean years of 

experience was 15 (Myers & Washburn, 2008) and the fact that calls for science 

integration began in the late 1980s (Dyer & Osborne, 1999; Newman & Johnson, 1993), 

teachers likely did not receive preparation in an area that was emerging around the 

same time they completed their preparation.  

“Teaching methods dominate the content” (McLean & Camp, 2000, p. 31) of 

teacher education programs. Despite the calls for integration of STEM into agricultural 

curricula, there has still been a research gap that makes it difficult to include in teacher 

preparation. “Studies are needed to identify the best methods teacher educators can 

employ to prepare teachers for this expanded role” (Myers & Dyer, 2004). Interestingly, 

McGhee and Cheek (1990) found that graduates of the agricultural education program 

at the University of Florida between 1975 and 1985 indicated that the amount of 

technical agriculture courses should be increased, while the amount of pre-professional 

and education coursework should stay the same. Attempting a census, they had an 

84% response rate. 

Concerning professional development, Garton and Chung (1996) surveyed 37 

beginning agriculture teachers in Missouri and had them rank 50 different inservice 

needs. Integrating science was ranked 6th, using computers in classroom teaching was 

ranked 9th, and teaching using experiments was ranked 11th. Studies of agriculture 

teacher professional development oriented towards STEM were not found. However, 
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teachers who participated in a nationwide experiment involving math-enhanced CTE 

curricula rated the professional development sessions as very effective (Stone, Alfeld, 

Pearson, Lewis, & Jenson, 2006). Another study involved a STEM-themed summer 

camp and found that professional development helped teachers overcome barriers and 

incorporate technology in a way that engaged students (Hayden, Ouyang, Scinski, 

Olszewski, and Bielefeldt, 2011). In sum, teacher education and professional 

development programs have begun to train teachers to integrate STEM into their 

curricula, although more research will enable and improve the process (McGhee & 

Cheek, 1990; Myers & Dyer, 2004; Myers & Washburn, 2008; Stripling & Roberts, 

2012b).  

STEM Knowledge and Perceptions 

Much research in this area has combined the measurement of both STEM 

knowledge and perceptions of STEM, so these variables have been reviewed in the 

same section. While enhanced teacher preparation has been shown to help pre-service 

teachers, many agriculture teachers have been shown to need professional 

development to improve their math knowledge and attitude (Burton, Daane, & Gleason, 

2009; Miller & Gliem, 1994; Stripling, 2012). Miller and Gliem (1994) conducted an ex-

post facto study with the purpose of explaining the variance in mathematics ability of 

agriculture teachers. Years of teaching experience, final college grade point average, 

and attitude toward mathematics inclusion were the variables that had a significant 

relationship to mathematics ability. The number of mathematics courses taken was not 

significantly related.  

In a survey of West Virginia agriculture teachers, over 90% of teachers agreed 

that biotechnology should be included in agriculture curricula (Boone, Gartin, Boone, & 
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Hughes, 2006). However, only a range of 10-20% of the teachers claimed to have 

applied knowledge of biotechnology ethics, cloning, genetically modified food, genetic 

engineering, microbial biotechnology, electrophoresis, food biotechnology, and 

environmental biotechnology. Applied knowledge was the highest level of the Likert-type 

scale used on the survey. Over 25% but less than 40% indicated having applied 

knowledge of more traditional biotechnology topics, such as growth hormones, 

hybridization, resistant plant species, and tissue culture.  

This agreed with the Myers and Washburn (2008) survey discussed earlier. 

Although 71% of teachers agreed that science integration was necessary, 33.5% 

admitted insufficient knowledge, and 16.5% were not sure they had enough knowledge. 

The top three barriers identified by the survey were insufficient time and support, lack of 

materials, and insufficient funding. However, the researchers pointed out that “more 

thorough investigation is warranted to determine the legitimacy of these concerns and to 

rule out the possibility that ‘lack of resources’ is merely a convenient excuse for a labor-

intensive revision to the existing curriculum and instructional practices” (Myers & 

Washburn, 2008). 

Conroy and Walker (2000) examined the integration of academics into 

aquaculture classrooms using mixed methods. A random sample of 750 agriculture 

teachers from the National Association of Agriculture Educators yielded a response rate 

of 55%. The researchers discussed how integration of academic topics into aquaculture 

worked best when aquaculture was used as a theme to link instruction among different 

curricular areas or over time. Their results also indicated that “teachers might not have 

the necessary academic backgrounds to teach other subjects to some level of depth” 
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(Conroy & Walker, 2000, p. 61), emphasizing again the importance of STEM knowledge 

and teacher education programs. Although administrative support increased the 

likelihood of successful integration, it was only “possible when individual teachers made 

it happen” (Conroy & Walker, 2000, p. 62).  

A theme that has emerged among literature on teachers’ STEM knowledge and 

perceptions was that while teachers see the benefits of STEM inclusion, they may not 

have the knowledge or experience to consistently incorporate STEM into their curricula. 

Teachers that had positive attitudes about integration were more likely to do so. 

However, the most common barriers to STEM inclusion as identified by teachers were 

time, funding, and lack of materials (Boone, Gartin, Boone, & Hughes, 2006; Conroy & 

Walker, 2000; Miller & Gliem, 1994; Myers & Washburn, 2008). 

 Context Variables  

The contexts provided by each student as well as the context within which the 

teacher has operated all have played a large role in determining the outcomes of 

education (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974). A student’s personality, parental involvement, 

maturity, and experiences have all been involved in achievement. For the purposes of 

this study, data have been gathered on perceptions of STEM, socioeconomic status, 

gender, and race.  

Perceptions of STEM 

Perceptions of STEM were defined in Chapter 1 as what a student thinks or feels 

about STEM disciplines. Students may have positive or negative attitudes towards the 

subjects, which often have determined their feelings of confidence or self-efficacy. In an 

analysis of eight undergraduate introductory algebra classes, a positive correlation was 

found between students’ attitudes towards mathematics and their achievement (Elliott, 
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Oty, McArthur, & Clark, 2001). Student attitudes towards mathematics and science were 

also listed as significant factors on student achievement in the subjects by a study of 

eighth graders known as the Third International Mathematics and Science Study 

(TIMSS) (Martin et al., 2000; Mullis et al., 2000). A positive feedback loop of attitude 

increasing achievement and achievement improving attitude was described. Weinburgh 

(1995) conducted a meta-analysis of 18 studies representing 6,753 subjects and 

concluded that students’ attitudes toward science affect their achievement. Students 

with more positive attitudes tended to have higher achievement scores. 

But, can teachers change students’ perceptions of STEM? A STEM-themed 

summer camp was able to increase students’ interest and positive attitudes toward 

science and technology in only a week (Hayden et al., 2011). Balschweid (2002) used a 

case study approach to evaluate the effects of using agriculture to contextualize a 

traditional biology class. A survey with 311 responses was also completed, and over 

80% of students reported their perceptions of agriculture changed as a result of the 

course. Over 90% reported that their understanding of the relationship between science 

and agriculture increased.   

Student Demographics 

A longitudinal, national study from 1988 to 1992 provided insight into the 

demographic trends affecting U.S. education: 

Findings include: males and females did not differ significantly in the 
numbers of science and mathematics courses they complete; students 
from higher socioeconomic-status families completed more courses in 
these subjects than students from lower socioeconomic-status families; 
Asians completed more courses in math and science than Whites, and 
Whites completed more courses than Blacks and Hispanics; among 
students with comparable socioeconomic status, the differences in the 
number of courses completed between Whites, Blacks, and Hispanics are 
insignificant; test score increases from the end of the 8th grade to the end 
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of the 12th grade are strongly related to the number of math and science 
courses students completed in high school; and students who completed 
more math and science courses show greater achievement score gains 
during high school, regardless of gender, race-ethnicity, and 
socioeconomic status. (Hoffer, Rasinski, & Moore, 1995, p. 1)  

Therefore, socioeconomic status has been a more important predictor of student 

achievement than race. Furthermore, Caldas and Bankston (1997) found that the 

socioeconomic status of a school population as a whole had an effect on individual 

student achievement in a study of Louisiana schools. As discussed in Chapter 1, 

achievement gaps between races and socioeconomic classes have remained a 

troubling issue, especially in STEM (Gonzalez & Kuenzi, 2010). 

The TIMSS study concluded that a significantly larger number of boys in the U.S. 

have been reaching the upper quarter of mathematics achievement, although the 

overall achievement distributions were not statistically different (Mullis et al., 2000). In 

science, boys did score significantly higher internationally and in the U.S. (Martin et al., 

2000). Correspondingly, Weinburgh’s (1995) meta-analysis also found that boys have 

more positive attitudes towards science. 

While some research claims that females are underserved in agricultural 

education (Trauger, Sach, Barbercheck, Kiernan, Brasier, & Findeis, 2008), several 

studies of SBAE have found that gender was not a factor in achievement or perceptions 

of STEM disciplines (Johnson & Wardlow, 2004; Swortzel, Jackson, Taylor, & Deeds, 

2003). However, concerns about diversity were supported by a national survey of over 

9,000 agriculture teachers, who were 78% male and 93.6% white (Camp, Broyles, & 

Skelton, 2002). Data from 2004 to 2006 showed that demographic change has been 

slow, with 73% of agriculture teachers at the time being male and 88% being white 

(Kantrovich, 2007). 
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School and District Support of STEM 

Bidwell and Kasarda (1975) revealed that many factors of school district 

organization have an effect on student achievement. Principals in Florida public schools 

consider student achievement first and foremost when making funding decisions (Smith 

& Myers, 2012). Furthermore, their positive perceptions of agriculture programs implied 

an understanding that SBAE can positively affect student achievement. Hence, 

“agricultural educators should focus on the specific aspects of the program that 

enhance student achievement” (Smith & Myers, 2012, p. 161). Dyer and Osborne 

(1999) surveyed a purposive sample of Illinois guidance counselors and found that 

“counselors in schools where applied science in agriculture courses were taught 

displayed more positive attitudes toward agricultural education and perceived that 

students and faculty also had higher perceptions” (p. 65). They pointed out that science-

enhanced agricultural curricula “have the potential to become effective public relations 

tools for agriculture programs” (p. 65). Therefore, administrative support of agriculture 

programs in general may require that administrators perceive agriculture programs as 

integrating a high level of STEM. 

Process Variables 

Process variables are those that occur in the classroom. In studying STEM in 

SBAE, the focus was on three variables: STEM inclusion, teaching method, and student 

engagement. Because the literature on STEM integration was limited, literature on 

enhanced curricula in general was also reviewed. Then, literature based on subject-

specific enhanced curricula was reviewed for each discipline included in STEM. 
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STEM Integrated Curricula 

Roberson, Flowers, and Moore (2000) studied the general concept of academic 

integration in agricultural education in North Carolina. They compared 32 agriculture 

teachers who had received grants to support academic integration to 32 teachers who 

had not. Results of the study indicated that the teachers perceived that both students 

and teachers benefited from integration. That largest perceived benefit to teachers was 

instructional relevance. Teachers felt that students benefited through workforce 

preparation and higher-level skill development. Teachers did not indicate that students 

retained more information as a result of academic integration, though. The barriers 

identified by the study were time and administrative and financial support. The 

researchers identified a lack of strong support for vocational and academic integration 

among the teachers, probably due to the barriers listed. Overall, the researchers 

concluded that “the level of integration of academics into the agricultural education 

programs was low” (Roberson, Flowers, & Moore, p. 1). Further discussion of enhanced 

curricula has been separated into subject-specific sections below. Studies on the 

relationship between enhanced curricula and student achievement were reviewed in the 

product variable section. 

Science 

Thomas Dormody (1993) surveyed a random sample of secondary agriculture 

teachers, stratified proportionally by state to guarantee proper representation. Courses 

giving science credit were taught by only 34% of the teachers, although 61.4% received 

professional development related to science teaching methods. Courses providing 

science credits spanned a broad spectrum, including production, forestry, horticulture, 

agribusiness, agricultural mechanics and engineering, agricultural processing, and 
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resource management. Based on the survey data, Dormody (1993) pointed out that 

“science credentialing and science credit were much more likely to be used to benefit 

agriculture programs than science departments” (p. 69). Therefore, agriculture teachers 

should not worry that academic and STEM integration “will be catalysts for consolidating 

agriculture teachers and programs” (p. 69) with other departments. 

A survey of agriculture teachers in Indiana found that 70% of the teachers had 

attended a workshop on science inclusion and identified barriers of equipment, funding, 

and professional development (Balschweid & Thompson, 2002). A similar survey of 

South Carolinia agriculture teachers identified the exact same three barriers, though 

73.1% of respondents agreed that they were able to teach integrated biological and 

physical science concepts in their classes (Layfield, Minor, & Waldvogel, 2001). Greg 

Thompson’s (1998) survey of 131 National FFA Agriscience Teacher of the Year Award 

winners showed that teachers who integrate science perceive multiple benefits to 

students, including increased student achievement and career preparation.    

Technology 

In 1998, a Delphi study involving 82 teachers, supervisors, and teacher 

educators from the western region of the American Association for Agricultural 

Education revealed a perception that SBAE does not take advantage of state-of-the-art 

technology. All three groups agreed that there was a “need for updating the agricultural 

technology equipment, including computer hardware and software, that is used in 

secondary agriculture programs” (Connors, 1998, p. 46). In addition, 98.5% of those 

surveyed agreed that academics should be integrated into agriculture curriculum. Out of 

over 20 statements, “advanced, up-to-date curriculum is needed for ag. programs” (p. 

42) was rated as the third most important. 
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Engineering 

A project in Jackson County, Georgia used an agricultural engineering project to 

integrate math and science with inquiry-based and project-based activities across 

several grade levels (Foutz, Navarro, Hill, Thompson, Miller, & Riddleberger, 2011). 

Workshop activities helped teachers develop a unit based on the operation of a 

subdivision that has farming activities that provide food and recreation. The unit was 

based on a real subdivision and former dairy farm that were two miles from one of the 

schools involved. The project had been ongoing for five years and the researchers 

claimed that “the entire collaborative project has helped to improve significantly middle 

school Criterion-Referenced Competency Test scores and high school end-of-course 

grades in math and physical science” (Foutz et al., 2011, p. 24). 

In Nevada, eight middle school science teachers volunteered to participate in an 

engineering education research project (Cantrell, Pekcan, Itani, & Velasquez-Bryant, 

2006). As part of their classes, they taught three modules involving simulation and the 

design, construction, and testing of a prototype. The modules were assessed using 

project rubric scores, tests, and interviews. Compared to the state standardized test 

scores, achievement gaps on the module assessments were smaller for low 

socioeconomic status students, blacks, Hispanics, and students with disabilities. 

However, achievement gaps increased for Native Americans, Asians, and females. The 

changes may have been due the assessment type, the effects of the engineering 

modules, or both.  The researchers also suggested that females often have less 

experience with tools and construction, and that might have played a role in their below-

mean assessment scores. Through journals, interviews, and a questionnaire, teachers 
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indicated that their science content knowledge increased, the simulations had a positive 

impact on the activities, and student engagement was unusually high. 

Math 

Miller and Vogelzang (1983) conducted over 400 interviews on mathematics-

inclusion in SBAE in Iowa. Agriculture teachers, math teachers, principals, students, 

and parents were included. All of the math concepts included in the study were 

consistently regarded as being very important to students studying agriculture. The 

researchers recommended that SBAE teachers use math teachers as resources and 

include applied concepts, especially converting units of measure, into their courses.  

A multi-state study that tested a model of math-enhanced CTE curricula found 

positive outcomes (Stone, Alfeld, & Pearson, 2008). CTE teachers randomly assigned 

to the experimental group (n = 59) were paired with math teachers to help integrate 

more mathematics into their curricula, and then were compared to a control group (n = 

78) after a year. The experimental classrooms “performed equally on technical skills 

and significantly better than control students on two standardized tests of math ability” 

(p. 767), with the treatment explaining over 35% of the variance in the posttest scores. 

Furthermore, the authors discussed how attempts to increase the number of math 

courses or coursework required have not had the expected effect on student 

achievement. They contended that enhancing CTE courses with mathematics provides 

the context, experiential learning, and problem-solving skills necessary to increase 

achievement.   

Teaching Method 

According to agricultural teachers, the most effective teaching strategies are 

demonstrations, discussions, laboratories, projects, contests, using real objects, and 
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supervised experiences (Myers & Dyer, 2004). Another method shown to be particularly 

effective in agricultural classrooms has been inquiry-based teaching (Thoron & Myers, 

2012). Cooperative learning, engaging students in the scientific method, providing 

tangible rewards, establishing and communicating high expectations, using multiple 

representations, engaging students in reflection, and scaffolding complex knowledge 

have all been shown to be effective teaching methods (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 

2007; Marzano, 2007).  

Researchers have concluded that cognitive learning, including student 
behaviors involving critical thinking, higher-order thinking skills, and 
problem-solving, ought to be occurring in secondary agricultural 
education. In addition, various instructional methodologies, including 
problem-solving as a teaching approach, simulation, applied learning 
activities, integrated curriculums, and laboratory teaching practices, have 
been tested and then proffered by researchers to describe and, in some 
cases, explain relationships between cognitive learning, student 
achievement, and instructional approach in secondary agricultural 
education. (Edwards, 2004, p. 234) 

Craig Edwards (2004) also pointed out the agreement between agricultural and general 

education researchers on these effective strategies. However, Dyer and Osborne 

(1996) emphasized that student learning styles may impact the effectiveness of a 

teaching method. Using a purposive sample of 16 classrooms and a quasi-experimental 

method, they found that the problem solving method was only significantly more 

effective than the subject matter method for field-neutral learners. Field-independent 

(abstract) and field-dependent (concrete) learners’ scores did not differ between 

methods.  

Von Secker and Lissitz (1999) used hierarchical linear modeling to estimate the 

effects of three instructional practices suggested by the National Science Education 

Standards on individual science achievement. The practices selected for investigation 
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were lab investigations, increasing emphasis on critical thinking, and reducing teacher-

centered instruction. A sample of 2,018 students was selected from the National 

Education Longitudinal Study database. Laboratory investigation was “invariably 

associated with higher achievement overall and with more equitable achievement 

among students with different demographic profiles” (Von Secker & Lissitz, 1999, p. 

1121). Emphasizing critical thinking was not related to differences in achievement, 

although the researchers admitted that this may have been caused by a failure to find 

systematic differences in emphasizing critical thinking between schools. Decreasing 

teacher-centered instruction was related to higher achievement in science. However, 

teacher-centered instruction was sometimes more effective for low socioeconomic 

status students who may not have been prepared to work independently during a 

student-centered approach. 

Student Engagement 

In a study of introductory undergraduate STEM courses taught at 15 different 

institutions, findings indicated that students were more engaged when instructors were 

open to questions (Gasiewski, Eagan, Garcia, Hurtado, & Chang, 2012). Students that 

reported they were comfortable seeking help, attending supplemental instruction 

sessions, asking questions, and collaborating with other students were more likely to be 

engaged in class. Similarly, in a quantitative study of 63 fifth- and sixth-grade 

classrooms, Reyes, Brackett, Rivers, White, and Salovey (2012) used multilevel 

mediation analyses to show a positive relationship between the classroom emotional 

climate and both student engagement and achievement. Independently, student 

engagement also had a positive relationship with achievement.  
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Product  Variables 

The product variables examined in this study were student achievement, STEM 

Knowledge, and perceptions of STEM. Given that literature pertaining to perceptions 

was reviewed in previous sections, it has not been included in this section. 

Student Achievement and STEM Knowledge 

The most readily available way to measure student achievement in STEM has 

been existing standardized tests in science or math, because national data on 

technology and engineering achievement have not been gathered. Therefore, literature 

related to student achievement in science and math was especially applicable to this 

study. 

Chiasson and Burnett (2001) completed a census study of 11th grade students 

who completed the state mandated exit examination in Louisiana in 1998. They found 

that agriscience students were more likely to pass and scored higher on most domains 

of the science portion of the exam than non-agriscience students. Agriscience students 

outscored the other students in the domains of scientific method, biology, and earth 

science. Non-agriscience students scored higher in chemistry and there was no 

statistical difference in physics. Therefore, they concluded that participation in 

agriscience courses in Louisiana was beneficial to student achievement in science.  

Duncan, Ricketts, and Shultz (2012) completed a census at a high school in 

Georgia that compared the pass/fail rates of seniors in a comprehensive agriscience 

program (n = 66) versus the seniors not in the program (n = 352). While the agriscience 

students were more likely to pass the science, language arts, and social studies 

portions of the exam, they were less likely to pass the mathematics portion than non-

agriscience students. In a similar study, Ricketts, Duncan, and Peake (2006) compared 
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a purposive sample of 523 agriscience students from 23 schools in Georgia to state 

averages. About 78% of the agriculture students passed the Georgia High School 

Graduation Test, compared to a state average of 68%. In fact, the average score for 

agriscience students was only 3 points below the average of college prep students. 

Furthermore, they found a “low but positive correlation between science achievement 

among agriscience students and the number of agriscience courses taken” (Ricketts, 

Duncan, & Peake, 2006). 

A database with information about 80,000 10th grade students in Florida was 

used to examine the effect of CTE coursework and programs on science achievement 

by Israel, Myers, Lamm, and Galindo-Gonzalez (2012). Agriculture, education, health, 

and STEM were the categories of programs included in the analysis. Hierarchal linear 

modeling revealed that scores on the science Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test 

(FCAT) increased as students took more courses in agriculture, health, or STEM 

programs. These three types of programs are “known for emphasizing science in their 

curriculum” (Israel, Myers, Lamm, & Galindo-Gonzalez, 2012). Scores did not increase 

for students in education programs. Students who took multiple courses in different 

programs did not experience gains as large as those who focused on one program. 

Integrated Curricula, Contextualized Learning, and Student Achievement 

Literature on the ways that integrated curricula affect student achievement was 

reviewed to aid the investigation into how STEM integration in SBAE may affect student 

achievement. Conroy and Walker’s (2000) national, mixed methods study, discussed in 

the section on teacher perceptions, concluded that students who participated in an 

aquaculture class with integrated academics perceived that it “enhanced their academic 
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performance in mathematics and science, and made those areas more relevant for 

them” (p. 54). 

A study of 30 agricultural mechanics career development event (CDE) teams in 

Texas found that mathematics “enrichment activities did improve individual and team 

performance on the Agricultural Mechanics CDE” (Edney, 2009, p. 159). This implied 

that STEM inclusion may also increase student achievement in aspects of SBAE in 

some cases. 

Parr, Edwards, and Leising (2006) investigated the effects that a math-enhanced 

curriculum had on the mathematics achievement of agricultural power and technology 

students. An experimental post-test only control group design was employed with 38 

classrooms in Oklahoma for a semester. The experimental treatment of a math-

enhanced curriculum significantly affected student achievement on a mathematics 

placement test, with the effect size categorized as large (Cohen’s d = .83). Furthermore, 

this effect was generated in only one semester. However, the reasons for the effect may 

include aspects of the experimental group other than math inclusion, such as teacher 

professional development and the partnering of agriculture and math teachers. 

Using data from the same classrooms, Young, Edwards, and Leising (2006) 

conducted research on how the math-enhanced curriculum affected the traditional 

competencies taught during the agricultural power and technology course. A one-way 

analysis of variance found no significant difference between the experimental and 

control groups on an agricultural mechanics competency exam. Therefore, the 

combined implication from these two studies was that “contextualized, mathematics-

enhanced high school agricultural power and technology curriculum and aligned 
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instructional approach could be a practical method of increasing students’ academic 

skills in mathematics without diminishing their acquisition of technical competence” (p. 

10). This experiment was one of six replications that were part of a nationwide study of 

math enhanced CTE curricula. 

The project was run by the National Research Center for Career and Technical 

Education and involved 236 CTE teachers, 104 math teachers, and 3,950 students 

(Stone et al., 2006). Membership in the experimental group that received math-

enhanced lessons was correlated with higher test scores on two out of three 

mathematics testing programs. The investigators suggested that the third program was 

not difficult enough to detect the differences between the groups, as indicated by higher 

means across both groups. The data also indicated that “the intervention had no 

negative effect on acquisition of technical skills or occupational content knowledge” 

(Stone et al., 2006, p. 52). One site did have significantly lower content knowledge 

scores, though the small n led the researchers to view this result with caution. The study 

also included a qualitative results section that reported that the teachers in the 

experimental group described their experiences as positive. Teachers noted “how much 

math they found in the CTE curriculum, noting that there is much more to do” (Stone et 

al., 2006, p. 59). The following quote described what the researchers discovered 

through interviews prior to the study: 

While most of the CTE teachers reported addressing the math in their 
courses in some way, they were not engaged in the identification and 
mapping of math concepts within CTE curriculum and/or subsequent 
development of math-enhanced CTE lessons using anything similar to the 
Math-in-CTE seven elements. We found the most common approach to be 
a cursory walk-through of the math in lessons, projects, or problem-solving 
scenarios. (Stone et al., 2006, p. 43) 
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Contrastingly, many agriculture teachers have systematically incorporated 

science into their classrooms. Enderlin, Petrea, and Osborne (1993) compared student 

achievement and thinking skills between an integrated class called Biological Science 

Applications in Agriculture and a traditional horticulture class. Using pre- and post-test 

scores, they concluded that students in the integrated class made more significant gains 

in both agricultural and biological knowledge. However, a different study of science-

enhanced agriculture curricula found no effect on science achievement test scores 

(Haynes, Robinson, Edwards, & Key, 2012). Although, the researchers noted small 

differences favoring the enhanced curricula group that led them to suggest repeating 

the study for a longer time period. While these studies on enhancing curriculum with a 

specific subject were found, no literature on STEM-enhanced SBAE curriculum that 

included all four STEM disciplines was found.  

Another relevant study compared a traditional college algebra course to an 

experimental group that received an interdisciplinary algebra and science course that 

contextualized the algebra. The study lasted two semesters and used four classes in 

each group (Elliott, Oty, McArthur, & Clark, 2001). During the first semester, random 

assignment was used. The second iteration allowed students to choose which course 

they took. The final exam served to measure achievement, the Watson-Glaser Critical 

Thinking Appraisal was used to measure critical thinking, and a five-question Likert-type 

scale determined students’ attitudes toward math. No significant differences in math 

achievement were found in either semester. Although the students with the 

contextualized mathematics curriculum scored better on each category of the critical 

thinking test, only the inference subscore was statistically significant. The overall score 
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was significantly higher for the experimental group only at the .10 level (p = .0687). The 

experimental group, however, had better attitudes towards math and rated the class as 

both more interesting and practical. The researchers explained that although students 

might not score better on achievement tests, they “begin to believe that mathematics is 

useful, important, and even interesting” (Elliott, Oty, McArthur, & Clark, 2001, p. 815). 

The fact that achievement did not decrease with the interdisciplinary curriculum was 

emphasized as well. 

According to Boaler (1993), most researchers agreed that real-word context 

increases math achievement. Boaler did mention that a small number of researchers 

disagreed that it will increase the transfer of skills to outside the classroom. To increase 

real-world relevance, Appelbaum (2008) stated that math teachers have been trying to 

establish “environments that allow for the critical thinking that is possible through 

discussion and interaction” and “this has meant abandoning long-cherished notions 

about what mathematics classrooms look like” (p. 143). 

Summary 

This research was conducted through the lens of constructivism. A theoretical 

framework was created using Dunkin and Biddle’s model of teaching and learning. The 

variables shown in the conceptual model (Figure 2-1) provided the basis on which to 

review research literature. While literature involving both STEM and SBAE was sparse, 

much research on individual STEM disciplines and SBAE has occurred.  

Teacher preparation has been shown to be helpful in enhancing curricula. Survey 

data have repeatedly shown that most agriculture teachers perceived STEM enhanced 

curricula positively, but need more preparation, support, and STEM knowledge. 

Research on student perceptions has ultimately shown that attitudes towards STEM 
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correlate to achievement. Science integration has been called for since the 1980s and 

has provided many benefits to SBAE. More recent research has provided important 

information about mathematics in SBAE teaching and learning. Enhanced curricula 

have been a complicated research topic with some conflicting studies. However, the 

majority of literature reviewed indicated that STEM-enhanced curricula and research-

based teaching methods have the potential to contextualize learning, improve critical 

thinking, and increase student achievement. Overall, the review of literature indicated 

that STEM and SBAE have the potential to positively reinforce each other. 

  
 

Figure 2-1. Conceptual model for the study (adapted from Dunkin & Biddle, 1974).
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODS 

The purpose and objectives of the study were related to the identification of the 

processes, methods, and perceptions involved in integrating science, technology, 

engineering, and math (STEM) in school-based agricultural education (SBAE). Dunkin 

and Biddle’s (1974) model of teaching and learning provided the framework for the 

research. However, a specific theory pertaining to STEM in SBAE has not been 

developed. Given the lack of existing theory and the descriptive nature of the research 

objectives, qualitative research methods were deemed most appropriate. Qualitative 

research has been increasingly chosen over quantitative methods when the overall goal 

is “to achieve an understanding of how people make sense out of their lives, delineate 

the process (rather than the outcome or product) of meaning-making, and describe how 

people interpret what they experience” (Merriam, 2009, p. 14; Travers, 2001). 

Specifically, the methodology used was multiple case study analysis.  

Yin (2003) stated that “case studies are the preferred strategy when “how” or 

“why” questions are being posed, when the investigator has little control over events, 

and when the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context” (p. 

1). The general question that drove this study concerned how STEM is taught in SBAE. 

The teachers and administrators had control over events in the agricultural programs, 

not the investigator. As described in Chapter 1, STEM education is a contemporary 

phenomenon that groups four disciplines that have historically been taught in individual 

courses. SBAE programs have provided the real-life context. The multiple case study 

approach has allowed researchers “to show how the program or phenomenon appears 
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in different contexts” (Stake, 2013, p. 27) and also to use cross-case analysis to create 

theoretical propositions about the phenomenon (Stake, 2013; Yin, 2003). 

Phenomenological Approach 

Because the philosophy of phenomenology also underlies qualitative 
research, some assume that all qualitative research is phenomenological, 
and certainly in one sense it is. Phenomenology is both a twentieth 
century school of philosophy associated with Husserl (1970) and a type of 
qualitative research. From the philosophy of phenomenology comes a 
focus on the experience itself and how experiencing something is 
transformed into consciousness. (Merriam, 2009, p. 24) 

Case studies also have had an inherently phenomenological approach due to the 

emphasis on the participants’ interpretation of experiences and events related to the 

topic being studied (Merriam, 2009; Stake, 1978). Seidman (2013) identified four 

themes of phenomenology: the transitory nature of human experience, understanding 

being subjective and dependent on point of view, lived experience as the source of 

phenomena, and an emphasis on meaning in context. “The goal of researchers’ using a 

phenomenological approach . . . would be to come as close as possible to 

understanding the true ‘is’ of our participants’ experience from their subjective point of 

view” (Seidman, 2013, p. 17).  

Researcher Subjectivity 

Similarly, the experience of the researcher with the phenomenon must be taken 

into account. In qualitative research, “the researcher is the primary instrument for data 

collection and analysis” (Merriam, 2009, p. 15). A researcher’s subjectivities may lead to 

bias, but the past experiences of a researcher have also created a unique mind. “We 

are learning how to be more consciously aware of the sources of our subjective 

judgment – not to eliminate them entirely, but to use them so that they enhance rather 

than obscure the research endeavor” (Angrosino, 2007, p. 93). In this study, I have 
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referenced my own experiences as an educator. I spent six years teaching – two years 

teaching math and four years as an agriculture educator. 

In order to acknowledge reflexivity, Merriam (2009) suggested that investigators 

explain their biases, experiences, and worldview. My development as a person has 

inevitably affected the nature of this research. I am a 29 year old, middle class, white 

male. My father was an engineer, and I began college as an electrical engineering 

major before switching to mathematics. Because my career began with mathematics 

teaching, math integration came naturally to me when I became an agriculture teacher. 

In fact, I found math teaching to be more enjoyable when using applied, agricultural 

contexts. Contextualizing mathematics and critically discussing mathematical aspects of 

life were an important part of my math teaching. 

 After becoming an agriculture teacher, I created much of my own curriculum 

based off of the Environmental Resources framework provided by the Florida 

Department of Education. Because I did not participate in SBAE during my primary, 

secondary, or post-secondary education, I did not have a direct model on which to base 

my program. Therefore, it was much different than a traditional SBAE program. I 

integrated much more content related to ecology and energy than traditional programs. 

The program was well-funded, and I enjoyed the use of many classroom and laboratory 

technologies, such as an electronics training module and computerized data probes that 

measured pH, gas levels, temperature, soil moisture, and more.  

A supportive administration and district played a key role in helping me integrate 

STEM. For instance, a district CTE administrator encouraged me to incorporate an 

energy curriculum and supplied solar and other equipment. The program also had 
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tissue culture and other biotechnology-related equipment. The automotive program at 

the school partnered with my program on a biodiesel project. The result was an 

agricultural program that included introductions to many different fields, including natural 

resources, biofuels, solar and wind power, biotechnology, and urban planning. The 

program was named The Academy of Environmental Engineering. Therefore, my 

experience as an agriculture educator has been atypical and has given me a unique 

perspective on STEM integration in SBAE. Agriculture education has much to gain from 

integrating STEM, and diverse possibilities for curricula exist. 

Methodology 

This case study was descriptive and used a multiple case, embedded design 

(Stake, 2013). The embedded units of analysis within the case of an SBAE program 

were the students, teachers, and curricula. Data were gathered on each separately, 

though also on the interactions between them.  

A visual representation of the multiple case study method is shown in Figure 3-1. 

As illustrated, case studies should begin with theory development, except for 

exploratory studies (Yin, 2003). In this research, the theoretical framework in Chapter 2 

provided enough of a guide to create theoretical case study propositions and for the 

study to be considered descriptive rather than exploratory. Also of note in the diagram is 

the dotted line that has been used to represent a feedback loop. When a case study 

researcher has found data that causes reconsideration of the propositions or selection 

of cases, redesigning the study’s protocol may be appropriate. “Without such redesign, 

you risk being accused of distorting or ignoring the discovery, just to accommodate the 

original design” (Yin, 2003, p.51). This Chapter served as the case study protocol, the 

evolution of which is discussed in the cross-case analysis.    
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Case Study Propositions 

The case study propositions were created based on the conceptual model 

(Figure 2-1) and the review of literature. These theoretical propositions have guided the 

design of the case study protocol and data collection. “Without such propositions, an 

investigator might be tempted to cover everything, which is impossible to do” (Yin, 2003, 

p. 23). As mentioned in the introduction, case studies have been used to generalize to 

theoretical propositions. Creating propositions beforehand to guide a case study has 

been compared to having hypotheses in an experiment (Yin, 2003). The original 

propositions were: 

1. STEM integration has a positive effect on student achievement in STEM without 
decreasing agricultural content knowledge. 

2. Effective STEM integration leads to positive student and teacher perceptions of 
STEM. 

3. Teachers with more STEM knowledge, positive STEM perceptions, and STEM-
related preparation and professional development will incorporate STEM at higher 
levels. 

4. Teachers use a similar underlying process to integrate STEM. 

5. Science will be most integrated into curricula, followed by technology. Math will be 
integrated to a lesser extent, and engineering will be least integrated. 

6. Districts and schools that explicitly support STEM integration will have SBAE 
programs that integrate STEM at higher levels. 

7. Student perceptions of STEM will reflect teacher perceptions. 

8. Some units or chapters will have high levels of STEM integration while others will 
have little. 

Selection of Cases 

For this research, a case was defined as the in-school portion of a secondary 

school agricultural education program. Portions of SBAE, such as FFA activities and 

supervised agricultural experiences, were not used as sources of data if they took place 
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outside of the school day. Selection of cases in multiple case studies should be based 

on “replication logic [that] is analogous to that used in multiple experiments” (Yin, 2003, 

p. 47). That is, cases should be selected either as literal replications that predict similar 

results or theoretical replications that predict contrasting but related results. Whereas 

sampling logic would require enumeration of the entire population, statistical selection 

methods, and inferential statistics that make generalizations about the population with a 

certain level of confidence, replication logic has allowed case study researchers to 

make generalizations concerning the theoretical framework. 

The three cases in this study were purposively selected as varied, theoretical 

replications. Selection was also based on convenience due to travel constraints. Each 

case was a different variation of the context in which SBAE programs exist. As such, 

cases had a combination of typical and atypical traits that have been described in detail 

in each case study report. The population size and density of the community as well as 

the level of integration of biotechnology provided two variables whose spectrums were 

well represented by the cases. The cases were named according to their size and 

density, and each program had a different relationship with biotechnology curricula. 

Suburban High School had a biotechnology program that was separate from the SBAE 

program. Centerpoint High School had a biotechnology track within its agriculture 

program.  Rural High School had no biotechnology track or program, though elements 

of biotechnology were included in its curriculum. Thus, the cases were selected for 

maximum variation (Merriam, 2009). 

Data Collection 

Data were collected from five sources: direct observations, interviews, 

documents, archival records, and artifacts. These represented all the possible case 
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study data sources listed by Yin (2003), except participant observation. The procedure 

used has been summarized in seven steps: 

1. Observe each case’s classes once per week for at least three hours, with at least 
eight observations total. 

2. Interview the teacher two times over the course of the observations. 

3. During the study, examine documents and archival records, including lesson plans, 
classroom documents, textbooks, and district policy, for STEM-related content. 

4. Take photos or write descriptions of artifacts with STEM-related content, such as 
student projects or classroom objects. 

5. Keep a researcher reflection log and use memos to record ideas. 

6. Use advisors and colleagues to shape analysis. 

7. Send a preliminary analysis to each teacher, then use the final interview as member 
checking. 

Throughout the study, data collection followed the three principles suggested by Yin 

(2003): use multiple sources of data, aggregate all data into a case study database, and 

maintain a chain of evidence. The data collection methods are described in more detail 

below. 

Direct, reactive observation, “in which the researcher intervenes in the action, but 

only in the role of outside observer” (Angrosino, 2007, p. 3), was employed in this study. 

In this style of observation, the researcher acts naturally rather than attempting to avoid 

interaction, as in non-reactive observation. Continuous monitoring was employed, which 

involved continuous observations during designated periods of time. Each case was 

observed for at least three hours once per week over the course of a school semester. 

Each observation involved taking detailed notes. Notes concerned variables included in 

the conceptual map (Figure 2-1), with a focus on STEM integration. A two column 
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system was employed, with a narrow column on the right where S, T, E, or M was 

written when an individual STEM discipline was being addressed. 

While observations provided data filtered through a researcher’s view of 

classroom activities, interviews were used to gather data on the participants’ 

experiences and the meanings they gave them. The interview technique was based on 

the in-depth, phenomenological structure described by Seidman (2013). A three-

interview series focused first on history, then on current experience, and then on 

reflection on the meaning has been an integral aspect of this technique. As suggested 

by Seidman (2013), interviews generally were spaced about a week apart when 

possible. The interview duration was shortened to 30-40 minutes in order to fit within the 

planning time typically allotted to teachers. Interview questions were based off of 

observations and were allowed to follow the participant’s interests and ideas, in order to 

ensure that the participant’s reconstruction of experiences had not been influenced by 

the researcher.  

Documents were another vital source of data. Textbooks, student work, and 

classroom handouts were examined for STEM-related content. Similarly, artifacts 

involving STEM were documented as they were observed. All data and researcher 

notes related to the case study, excluding the researcher reflection log, were also 

entered into the case study database as described in the measures of validation 

section. 

Data Analysis 

A strength of the case study approach has been the use of multiple sources of 

evidence to triangulate (Yin, 2003). Using several sources of evidence has allowed case 

study researchers to develop converging lines of inquiry that are validated by multiple 
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pieces of information, and therefore, more convincing. Yin (2003), Stake (2013), 

Seidman (2013), and Richards (2009) served as guides to analysis. Data were 

examined for convergence around the case study propositions as well as the 

propositions that emerged during data collection and analysis. First, this examination 

happened for each case separately. Then, cross-case analysis employed further 

triangulation to settle upon the findings.      

To aid in analysis, the interviews were transcribed, then coded in WeftQDA 

version 1.0.1. On the observation notes, open coding was used to identify the major 

themes teachers discussed during interviews as well as when STEM disciplines were 

addressed. Through the process of the constant comparative method (Glaser, 1964), 

analytical coding was eventually used to identify the abstract concepts and meanings 

within the teachers’ interviews (Richards, 2009).  

Validation 

Challenges to validity and reliability are different for qualitative and quantitative 

research because they have been based on different philosophical assumptions. For 

this reason, Lincoln and Guba (1985) defined the terms credibility, transferability, 

dependability, and confirmability as the qualitative versions of internal validity, external 

validity, reliability, and objectivity, respectively. However, many researchers still use the 

original terms but acknowledge that they take on different meanings for qualitative 

research (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2003). The terms have been used interchangeably in this 

study. 

The first attempt to ensure credibility, dependability, and confirmability was to 

complete practice interviews and observations before the case study began. A formative 

pilot case study, as suggested by Yin (2003), was unnecessary because specific 
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research questions had already been developed and the number of cases available for 

study was limited. In addition, coursework on research methodologies and qualitative 

research in particular was completed. 

Data triangulation has been “the most well-known strategy to shore up the 

internal validity of a study” (Merriam, 2009). It has also been used to address construct 

validity because it involves multiple measures of the same phenomenon. Triangulation 

has been used “to assure that we have the picture as clear and suitably meaningful as 

we can get it, relatively free of our own biases, and not likely to mislead the reader 

greatly” (Stake, 2013, p. 77). The case study database also served to create a chain of 

evidence or audit trail. This, along with the detailed case study protocol, has increased 

the dependability (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2003). 

Within the observation notes, “the search for patterns is . . . an important test of 

the reliability of the research, just as triangulation is a good test of validity. Finding 

patterns in data is a process not unlike creating a detailed index for a book” (Angrosino, 

2007, p. 48). The patterns discovered during analysis are discussed in the case reports 

in Chapter 4. 

Respondent validation was also employed to increase credibility and 

confirmability of data (Richards, 2009; Seidman, 2013). The preliminary analysis was 

sent to the teachers in order to ensure it accurately reflected their realities. The final 

interviews were completed through email and phone contact, and the teachers were 

asked to discuss the analysis and improve its accuracy. 

During analysis, rival explanations and propositions were sought from the AG-

STEM Lab, a University of Florida research group. This combined two methods of 
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increasing credibility suggested by Merriam (2009) and Yin (2003): exploring rival 

explanations and investigator triangulation. Failure to find alternative conclusions has 

helped ensure credibility.  

External validity, or transferability, has been addressed by generalizing to theory 

rather than to a population and by using replication logic in a multiple case study (Yin, 

2003). Selecting cases for the maximum variation possible within the geographic area of 

the study also increased transferability (Merriam, 2009).  

Ethics 

This study adhered to basic ethical principles: 

 Informed consent was obtained from all participants. 

 Participants were able to withdraw at any time without penalty. 

 No unnecessary risk to participants. 

 Benefits outweighed potential risks. 

 Research was conducted by a qualified investigator. 
 
In addition, steps were taken to assure the anonymity and confidentiality of both 

the participants and the cases. Fake names have been created and used alternately 

with case numbers to obfuscate the identities of the participants.  

Summary 

This investigation into the process of STEM integration in SBAE was qualitative 

research completed with a phenomenological approach. An embedded, multiple case 

study methodology was chosen to complete a descriptive study. This Chapter has 

provided a detailed case study protocol that has explained the data collection process 

and outlined the data analysis strategies. Theoretical case study propositions were 

created to focus the data collection and because “case studies, like experiments, are 

generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to populations or universes” (Yin, 2003, 
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p. 10). Data sources included observations, interviews, documents, archival records, 

and artifacts. Many steps have been taken to ensure the validity and reliability of this 

research. 

 

 

Figure 3-1. The multiple case study methodology as illustrated in Yin (2003). 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 

 
The purpose of this study was to determine processes, perceptions, content, and 

methods involved in teaching STEM in selected Florida secondary school agriculture 

programs, and then to identify implications concerning how STEM is taught in SBAE. 

Qualitative data were gathered regarding the variables shown in the conceptual model. 

Theoretical propositions regarding the variables were made, and the data were used to 

check the validity of the propositions. Triangulation, the constant comparative method, 

member checking, and discussion with colleagues and committee served to ensure the 

reliability and accuracy of following analysis. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the cases were selected according to the principle of 

maximum variation. The cases had significant variation in two main areas. First, the 

communities in which the cases occurred each had different population densities. The 

cases were named based on this trait: Rural High School, Centerpoint High School, and 

Suburban High School. The second trait that was maximally varied was the program’s 

relationship to biotechnology. Other differences between the programs included the 

number of teachers. Rural High had one agriculture teacher, while Centerpoint and 

Suburban had two.  

However, the programs had several commonalities. All three programs had 

veteran teachers who completed agriculture education degrees from the University of 

Florida and had more than 20 years of experience. Each program had facilities for 

animal and plant production, ample storage area and laboratory equipment, and active 

FFA chapters. The classrooms were decorated with awards from subdistrict, district, 

and state career development events (CDEs). Details regarding each case have been 
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discussed in the case reports below. Each report has discussed data related to the 

variables in the conceptual model, which were organized according to the four types of 

variables defined by Dunkin and Biddle’s (1974) model of teaching and learning. Then, 

a cross-case analysis was completed to explore themes that developed and the veracity 

of the case study propositions. 

Case Study One: Rural High School 

The physical description, presage variables, context variables, process variables, 

and product variables have been discussed below. 

Physical Description 

The first case was a program in a town with a population of less than 500. The 

town was self-described as an agricultural community, and most students lived in the 

rural area surrounding the town. In the 2000 census, about 13% of families were below 

the poverty line and 96% of residents responded that they were white. The dominant 

industry of the area was dairy farming. 

The agricultural program offered the tracks of animal science and agricultural 

mechanics. The facilities included a classroom, a large shop with wood and metal 

working equipment, and a land lab. Plaques and awards from FFA career development 

events (CDEs) and agricultural organizations lined the front and side walls of the 

classroom. The land lab was used primarily for cattle but also included a pig pen and an 

irrigated garden area. Two tractors and several implements were used to teach tractor 

operations and maintain the land lab. The classes averaged about 14 students. 

Because the middle and high schools shared a campus, the middle and high SBAE 

programs were closely connected and took place in adjacent classrooms. 
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Presage Variables 

Mr. Olsen was a veteran teacher with about 30 years of experience. His position 

during this study was at the same high school he attended as a student, which put him 

in a unique position to describe the changes the agricultural program there has 

undergone. After obtaining his AA from a community college, Mr. Olsen realized his 

passion for teaching agriculture while volunteering with FFA CDE teams. He then 

completed a program for agriculture educators at the University of Florida, receiving his 

bachelor’s degree and teaching certificate. While he described enjoyment and 

satisfaction regarding the program, he felt that being prepared for the some of the 

realities a first year teacher faces was impossible. These realities included disruptive 

students, the broad ability levels of students, and socioeconomic problems. In his 

words, 

How can you reach that kid when all he’s thinking about is lunch because 
he hasn’t eaten all day? That was the thing that the university never 
prepared me for.   

Another story concerned his first experience with a non-English speaking student. After 

completing his bachelor’s degree, Mr. Olsen taught at two different schools, received his 

Master’s degree in educational leadership, and served briefly as an assistant principal 

before he began running the program at Rural High School.  

Regarding STEM knowledge, Mr. Olsen indicated that his collegiate program 

prepared him well. His previous experiences working on multiple types of farms and for 

a construction company also provided him with a wide array of skills through which he 

could apply his knowledge. This was evident in many of the projects he completed with 

his students, which often involved design and construction. These projects included 
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building a bandstand for the band program, repairing and constructing grills, trailers, 

and chairs, and a manure slurry project discussed below.   

Mr. Olsen’s perceptions of STEM were nuanced and contextual. This could be 

seen even during initial contact via phone when he said that he was “an old school 

agriculture teacher” and the research should be done at another school if the desire was 

to see “fancy PowerPoints” and other instructional technology. However, he went on to 

describe a project that used an industrial vibrator to separate sand from manure slurry 

in order to better prepare it for vermiculture. This project exemplified how SBAE 

programs can partner with a local industry and use STEM skills to solve problems and 

will be discussed further in the process variables section.  

As indicated by the following quote, Mr. Olsen perceived STEM as being a 

natural and important aspect of agricultural curriculum: 

Ag teachers have been addressing STEM for years and years. From what 
I can see, my lesson plans haven't changed because of STEM. I've been 
doing STEM my whole life. I just didn't call it STEM. It was part of what we 
did. It was part of our program, it was part of our curriculum. I didn't go, oh 
I gotta start throwing more lessons in there on math and more lessons in 
there on science. I've been teaching science and math my whole life! I just 
called it ag science, and ag math, and animal science and plant science 
and soil science. I guess people need to get in the classrooms and see 
what we're doing, and then they would understand. 

Yet, this statement also demonstrated his view that STEM was a new educational 

phrase that doesn’t necessarily impact his teaching. He went on to discuss how 

agriculture classes are electives, so students have different expectations than for 

required academic classes. A tension existed between making classes enjoyable for 

students and ensuring significant STEM learning. While both were important to Mr. 

Olsen, building rapport with students and cultivating their interest in agriculture was his 

first priority. 
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Context Variables 

The students at Rural High School were a cohesive group. Many had family 

members employed by agricultural operations. The gender break down was about even, 

though the lack of racial diversity of the community was of course passed onto the 

classroom. The classes tended to socialize in one large group rather than dividing into 

cliques. However, at certain times, the class did divide itself by gender, especially 

during activities perceived as gender specific. For instance, the males were eager to 

drive the tractor while a group of females stood farther away and socialized. The 

students exhibited varying perceptions of STEM but always seemed to react positively 

to Mr. Olsen’s teaching. 

The district supported STEM through funding an engineering academy at a 

nearby school. Mr. Olsen was friends with the engineering teacher and talked with him 

periodically. 

Process Variables 

Mr. Olsen began each day by explaining the activities he had scheduled. Often, 

he would reflect on previous activities or community events during this time as well. 

Most days involved a hands-on activity in the workshop or land lab. The hands-on 

activities were typically informal and followed the gradual release format (Fisher & Frey, 

2008). The word informal has been used here to describe hands-on work that doesn’t 

involve an experiment, gathering data, the design process, or analysis after the activity. 

During informal activities, students would not bring materials from the classroom to the 

workshop or land lab. Classroom activities, on the other hand, were usually lectures 

with overheads or videos. Book work was usually reserved for days with substitutes. 
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Students were consistently engaged in the classroom. Mr. Olsen clearly excelled 

at classroom management and holding students’ interest. During activities in the 

workshop or land lab, student engagement was also high. Some activities involved only 

a few students working at a time under close supervision, though, while the other 

students were supposed to be observing. An example was the tractor driving day. While 

one student was driving, another would pick up any stakes the driver knocked over as 

he or she drove through the course. The other students socialized in small groups 

during this time. Mr. Olsen described this down time as important for students in terms 

of patience and social maturity. 

STEM was integrated in many ways. As expected, the classes were laden with 

science. On any given observation, several parts of the lesson or activities were coded 

as science-related. Sometimes the researcher was surprised by how aspects of the 

agriscience curriculum were related to other diverse subject areas, for instance the 

analogies between animal reproduction lessons and sex education or tractor operations 

and safe driving. Details of agritechnology were often taught, especially those used by 

the local dairies. Students in the agricultural mechanics class learned about and 

practiced with tools such as welders, flame cutters, saws, and soldering irons. Each 

student in the agriscience class learned to drive the tractor, with the top students 

competing in the FFA’s tractor operations career development event (CDE). The 

instructional and learning technologies used in the classroom were computers, a 

projector, and an overhead projector.  

While math was integrated in several different ways, the researcher did not 

witness students performing calculations or operations. While data logs were created for 
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several activities, data analysis was completed through discussions about the meaning 

of the numbers rather than through calculations. Economics provided another 

mathematical context that was often incorporated into activities. One example was a 

lecture on soldering that mentioned the increasing price of copper and its effects. 

Another integration of math happened during a presentation and lab taught by a guest 

speaker. The presentation used fractions of an apple to represent the part of Earth’s 

surface that was arable. The lab was a simulation of different erosion scenarios and had 

a data and observation journal that involved predicting numerical results and 

measurement (Figure A-3). 

One of the most interesting STEM-related activities was the aforementioned 

manure slurry project. Students became researchers as they recorded the duration of 

vibration, measured the amount of sand separated, and considered ways to re-engineer 

an improved system. Observing the project, the researcher had the realization that Mr. 

Olsen’s class was serving a local farm in a way similar to Extension. Mr. Olsen had 

described how manure run off from dairies may be related to increasing levels of 

nitrogen in the springs of the area. So, not only were the students learning about an 

environmental problem, they were working towards a solution with a nearby farm. While 

Mr. Olsen decided to end the project after a few trials due to the challenges of working 

with liquid manure, the students clearly practiced critical thinking, exercised their STEM 

skills, and acted as researchers. 

In closing, a quote from Mr. Olsen summed up how the agricultural mechanics 

class related to STEM: 

Ag mechanics is all STEM. It's just, they don't see it as -- we don't call it ag 
mechanics STEM, we call it ag mechanics and they think that kids are 
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down here changing oil. Well, there's a whole lot more to it. We do 
plumbing, we do electrical, we do welding, we do oxygen acetylene, we do 
brazing, we do woodwork, and it's all the math and science and 
trigonometry and geometry for designing and building the things we build. 

In fact, the engineering and design projects often benefitted the school community, as 

exemplified by the bandstands built for the band program. This quote also revealed that 

Mr. Olsen felt many outsiders do not understand the STEM-intensive nature of 

agricultural curriculum. 

Product Variables 

When asked how student achievement was affected by his program, Mr. Olsen 

stated: 

Well, we cover a lot of science. We cover a little bit of math. We do a lot 
on history, the history of agriculture and history. We do a lot on economics 
and the importance of agriculture - the number 2 industry in the state and 
the money that it brings in. So, we hit all the curriculums a little bit. We do 
speeches, so you get your public speaking and leadership skills. 

Although this research was oriented towards STEM for the reasons discussed in 

Chapter 1, this quote served as a reminder of the meaning of an interdisciplinary 

approach to STEM teaching. The history of science was an important part of Mr. 

Olsen’s class. He clearly felt that he increased students’ knowledge in many areas, 

which would translate to high student achievement. 

The students were able to explain the connections between their agriculture, 

science, and math classes. They said that the agriculture class motivated them to work 

hard in other classes. Their knowledge of agritechnologies and ability to work with tools 

clearly increased over the course of Mr. Olsen’s classes.  
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Case Study Two: Centerpoint High School 

The physical description, presage variables, context variables, process variables, 

and product variables are discussed below. 

Physical Description 

The second case was located in a fairly rural town of almost 3,000. The 

demographic makeup was 73% white, 23% black, 3% Hispanic, and 1% other races. 

with about 22% below the poverty line. Like Rural High School, most of the students at 

Centerpoint lived in the rural area surrounding the community. However, Centerpoint 

High School’s community was less rural and more diverse than Rural High School. 

Local industry was focused around production and processing of a plant crop, hay, and 

livestock.  

The agriculture program at Centerpoint employed two teachers and offered 

students biotechnology, animal science, and horticulture tracks. The biotechnology and 

horticulture tracks culminated with industry certification exams. The biotechnology 

program had recently been established using Race to the Top grant money. Class sizes 

averaged the smallest here, at about 10 students per class. The facilities included a 

workshop, computer lab, biotechnology lab, greenhouse, garden, shade area, and land 

lab. One of the walls in the workshop had FFA CDE names painted on the walls with the 

years that the program won them painted beneath, like many school athletic programs 

have done. In the classroom, many awards and plaques were on display. 

Presage Variables 

Mr. Greer has been teaching at Centerpoint for 15 years, with six years prior 

experience at a different school. He described his preparatory experience at the 
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University of Florida positively. He noted a good balance between social and natural 

science classes. In describing his collegiate education, he noted: 

We had a great hands-on ag mechanics section. We poured cement, we 
made rafters, we welded. I mean I learned a lot and I turned right around 
my first job and I started utilizing that, but then again I did that with all my 
classes. I took out my lecture notes for soils, for citrus, animal science – I 
went straight to the college notes and modified them for high school. 

This quote captured how agricultural education across different levels often involves 

informal activities meant to develop skills in students by having them complete hands-

on tasks. 

Mr. Greer also described a role playing experience: 

I can still remember [name redacted] throwing paper at me when I was 
teaching a lesson about wildlife and it was a very good, eye opening 
experience. Here’s my friend throwing paper at me, oh wow, what in the 
world. It was a good experience, I thoroughly enjoyed it. 

This quote suggested that the role playing experience prepared Mr. Greer to deal with 

the stress of disruptive students.  

Mr. Greer perceived STEM as inseparable from agricultural curriculum. He 

viewed technology as the driving force behind change in agriculture and agricultural 

education. He stated that he disliked math during an interview. 

Context Variables 

Like at Rural High School, the students in Centerpoint’s agricultural program 

were split fairly evenly along gender lines. However, more racial and socioeconomic 

diversity was evident, though did not fully reflect the demographics of the larger 

community. Students tended to socialize in small groups. Several of the students had 

familial connections to an agricultural activity, with a few even being employed by an 

agricultural operation.  
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Whether due to school culture or socioeconomic reasons, classroom 

management was sometimes a challenge. The students were more prone to talking out 

of turn than in the first case. Student talk about STEM varied from calm confidence to 

boisterous pronunciations of aversion.  

The district supported STEM by procuring funds that created the biotechnology 

program. 

Process Variables 

Mr. Greer began classes by entering attendance into his computer, as required 

by the school. Usually, he would have students finish work from the previous day or 

start a small assignment during this time. Then, he would discuss the day’s agenda, 

which was always written on the board along with essential questions. The teaching 

methods that the researcher witnessed Mr. Greer employ were lecture, discussion, 

Socratic questioning, lab work in groups, informal labs, hands-on activities, book work, 

individual work, and call and response. STEM was heavily and explicitly integrated into 

the curriculum, and that was often reflected in the essential questions that were written 

on the board.  

Mr. Greer’s classes contained STEM at a consistently high level. Students in this 

program worked individually on computers on several occasions. The Agriscience 

Foundations class began by examining the importance of agriculture and a career-

oriented overview of agricultural industries that even included agricultural engineering 

careers. The unit was based off of textbook materials and included a discussion 

concerning agriculture’s relationship to population growth and age distributions by 

country. Students were engaged in a complex discussion of the information presented 

by the graphs shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2. This was the best example of students 
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actively discussing STEM’s relationship to society and agriculture that was observed 

and was a discussion theme suggested by Brunsell (2012). The biotechnology class 

had similar discussions and written assignments related to the way biotech innovations 

have affected and will affect civilization. While less mathematical in nature, these 

discussions clearly had students considering the economic, ethical, environmental, and 

agricultural effects of science, technology, and engineering.  

Students performed mathematical calculations several times during the 

observations. One such activity involved pacing a piece of land, using the number of 

paces to calculate the dimensions, then calculating the total area of the land in square 

feet, and finally converting the measurement to acres. It was treated as a competition, 

and most students were clearly motivated to be accurate. Some paced the length and 

width twice to ensure an accurate count. The writing on the board was photographed as 

documentation (Figure 4-3). This example captured how SBAE programs not only show 

students a real world use of math, but also engage them kinetically with what often 

seems to be abstract concepts. 

As expected, the labs completed by the biotechnology class involved STEM 

through and through. Even an introductory lab of making ice cream, which the 

researcher had fond memories of from a chemistry class when he was in high school, 

involved practice with STEM knowledge related to measurement, solutions, melting 

point, and other properties of matter. DNA extraction, gel electrophoresis, tissue culture, 

and many other labs were all included in the curriculum binders that were purchased 

with the lab equipment. A photo of the binder has been provided as Figure 4-4. 
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The horticulture classes’ curriculum revolved around poinsettias. Students, under 

the guidance of Mr. Greer, were responsible for growing, marketing, and selling the 

poinsettias. Furthermore, students and the other agriculture classes were exposed to 

the whole spectrum of the poinsettia industry thanks to field trips to the production 

nursery where their plants began their lives and the University of Florida poinsettia 

research greenhouses. College-level science readings out of the University of Florida 

poinsettia manual were used in the class and involved mathematic measurements and 

units (Figure A-4). Different phases of growth, the effect of environmental variables, and 

concentration and dilution were important topics for students to understand in order to 

apply fertilizers and growth regulators. Students measured, graphed, and analyzed 

poinsettia growth as shown in Figure 4-5.  

Informal experiments based off of student questions were also a common way 

that Mr. Greer integrated STEM. For instance, a student asked what would happen to 

the poinsettias if they did not apply growth regulator. Mr. Greer’s response was to have 

the student set a plant aside, not apply growth regulator, and allow all the students to 

see the results. These informal experiments seemed to motivate the students to ask 

more questions and develop a sense of being a scientist. 

Product Variables 

Mr. Greer reported that he had several interactions with subject area teachers 

that implied his agriculture class was positively affecting students’ achievement in other 

classes: 

I know in talking to the teachers in science, biology. They just went over 
scientific names - so that's helping a little bit in foundations. The genus 
and the species. In biotechnology, if they are in 10th grade when we do 
DNA - oh wow, it just reinforces that material that they're receiving in 
biology about DNA. And I've heard it from the teacher side: They say, Mr. 
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Greer, did you just do a unit on – I say yes, I sure did. Oh, the kids 
seemed to be engaged, they had a good conversation, they knew a lot 
more background than I initially thought, I just want to make sure. And I 
say yes, I just covered that.  

Math? I like to think that we reinforce because a lot of times I think kids 
believe math is just I have to know it. I have to go through it. I don't like it. 
So, we try to show them ways they can use it, like fertilizer percentages, 
parts per million. Those are algebraic expressions. Those are real. How 
do I figure this percent out? What's a decimal? And geometry. I struggle 
with geometry, but we will learn to measure a piece of property by pacing 
it. And you'll have to know the area of a rectangle, perhaps the area of a 
triangle, to figure the piece of property. Making our garden, we make it 
square. Well, we use the Pythagorean theorem. Well, I know its 2 
triangles, but it's essentially the same idea. They never have seen a use 
for a2 + b2 = c2. They know it, but where can they use it in life? Well, we 
show them. We can use it to make our garden square. 

Similarly, several students provided examples of agriculture lessons that 

exercised STEM knowledge when prompted. Mr. Greer’s discussions and use of 

Socratic questioning on STEM topics did seem to positively influence students’ 

perceptions of STEM as they engaged in critical thinking. 

Mr. Greer also told the story of a student who ended up in an AG-STEM career 

after completing his program: 

I had a young lady who came in and she was as green as a gourd. She 
really thought milk came from Publix because that's where her Dad 
worked and he would bring home milk. Makes sense, right, that's where it 
comes from. But she went on to a private school down in Lakeland, 
Florida Southern, got a degree in citrus. Got a great job working at the 
citrus research facility in Lake Alfred. 

Case Study Three: Suburban High School 

The physical description, presage variables, context variables, process variables, 

and product variables have been discussed below. 
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Physical Description 

The final case took place in a small city of about 10,000 that was in proximity to a 

larger, more urban area. The racial demographics were 67% white, 29% black, 4% 

Hispanic, and 1% other races. About 14% of families were below the poverty line. 

Important agricultural and natural resource operations around this suburban city 

included cattle breeding and hay production. The county’s other crops included pecans, 

blueberries, vegetable production, and apiaries.  

The program was called the Academy of Agriscience – making the integration of 

science explicit. The facilities included a classroom, greenhouse, teachers’ office, shade 

area, land lab, and livestock corralling areas. Class sizes were largest here, especially 

in the introductory Agriscience Foundations class. The mean of the observed class 

sizes was approximately 24. Some classes were in the 30s. 

Presage Variables 

Ms. Aiken had 34 years of experience teaching agriculture. She completed her 

bachelor’s degree in agricultural education at the University of Florida. After four years 

of teaching, she began a master’s program in agricultural education while still teaching 

and completed it in two years. In describing her undergraduate experience, she noted 

that a large, lecture-based chemistry class was her most difficult class. She had a 

similar experience with a computer programming class during her graduate work. The 

two stories involved common student complaints about university STEM classes: 100s 

of students in one class, boring lectures, little help from teachers, and teachers with 

heavy accents. She chose to take the computer programming class because she had 

“never had it before. [She] needed an elective and thought, well, that might be 

something [she] needed to know about.” While she didn’t feel she applied what she 
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learned in the class to her teaching, the story exemplified how teachers in preparation 

programs have many curricular options through which to explore STEM. 

Ms. Aiken noted that she now taught some of the content from University of 

Florida’s technical science classes in her program. She also used agriculture teacher 

workshops as a source of new lessons and suggested that the workshops always 

contained aspects of STEM. She described workshops that involved biotechnology, 

emerging pathogens, and environmental issues. Clearly, Ms. Aiken had a high level of 

STEM knowledge in regards to multiple disciplines within agriculture.  

Ms. Aiken perceived STEM as an important but difficult aspect of teaching 

agriculture. Her chief concern regarding teaching STEM was the varying ability level of 

students, which was particularly a challenge in the introductory Agriscience Foundations 

class. The class provided students with a science credit, which sometimes caused 

credit deficient seniors to see the class as an alternative to the traditional science 

classes they had failed. She felt that STEM education was a new term to describe an 

old phenomenon that agriculture teachers have been working with for quite some time. 

She discussed the many time consuming responsibilities of teachers, which was a more 

acute problem for agriculture teachers. She seemed concerned that policies related to 

STEM education may lead to additional stress and wasted time rather than tangible 

improvements in teaching. 

Context Variables 

The student demographics of this program represented a broad range. Though 

not obvious, differences in the socioeconomic status of students could be discerned. 

Most classes had near equal percentages of males and females, though a veterinary 
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assisting class did have an 80% majority of females. The percentage of minorities in the 

school was not reflected in the agriculture classroom.  

The students in this program had behavioral patterns similar to the ones at 

Centerpoint High School. Talking and short attention spans presented classroom 

management challenges. The student perceptions of STEM were extremely student 

dependent. The researcher asked one of the high achieving students whether her 

science and math classes helped with her agriculture assignments. She discussed how 

her biology class did and mentioned genetics. She also noted that algebra helped her 

with calculating animal feed prices, projecting an animal’s weight, and other 

assignments. The researcher asked her a follow up question about the biotechnology 

academy, and she replied that she wasn’t familiar with it. 

District support of STEM was expressed through the funding of both the 

agriscience program and the biotechnology program. 

Process Variables 

Ms. Aiken began classes by taking attendance. Meanwhile, students usually had 

to complete a warm up activity that she called primetime. It involved reflective journaling 

or a written response to a content-area question. Beef jerky was also often sold to 

students at the beginning of classes as a fundraiser. The teaching methods Ms. Aiken 

used included lecture, discussion, individual work, group work, guest speakers, and 

informal lab work. Teaching technologies included a Smartboard, projector, digital 

overhead camera, and computers. 

Class sizes were large, especially in the ones observed. The researcher was not 

able to observe some of the advanced classes that had lower numbers of students. 

While classroom management of the larger classes was certainly difficult, Ms. Aiken 
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would often call on random students during her lectures to keep students engaged. 

Keeping students engaged during hands-on work in the greenhouse also presented a 

spatial challenge, as some students would only stay engaged when Ms. Aiken was 

nearby. She described the challenge: 

If I'm outside with the animals, we have a problem with I've got to keep my 
eyes on what the animal is doing and you can only have one child really 
working with an animal at a time, especially if it's the beginning. And so 
you are watching them, and the rest of the class is supposed to be 
participating and asking questions and watching. But, I have to be 
watching them, too. It's kind of like being a bus driver. You need that bus 
driver to watch the road, and you need somebody in that bus to watch the 
kids. 

Most of the hands-on activity was informal lab work in the greenhouse. During 

that time, Ms. Aiken often integrated STEM through questions and discussions. For 

instance, when a student was perplexed by a wilted plant that seemed to be developing 

a root rot problem due to excess moisture, she asked him to compare the weight of it to 

a nearby healthy plant. When he realized the wilted plant was heavier, he connected 

that to having too much water. The indirect question allowed the student to exercise his 

scientific observation and problem solving skills. Another example was encouraging two 

students to take a deformed leaf to a microscope when they asked what might be 

causing the problem. Ms. Aiken also answered some student questions by setting up 

informal experiments in the greenhouses. During an interview, she discussed some of 

the formal labs she completed: “I do a gum lab where it talks about scientific problem 

solving and graphing. And, then we also use the scales - we talk about mass and 

volume, and figuring those things out.” Furthermore, she helped many students 

participate in the science fair, had them present their science fair experiments to the 
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class, and led a discussion on improvements that could be made if the experiment was 

repeated. 

The researcher learned during an interview that the animal science and 

veterinary assisting classes involved a significant amount of technology education. The 

cattle at the school each had radio frequency identification (RFID) to track and log all 

information regarding the animals. A scanner could be used to pull the data up on a 

computer. This was especially relevant given the ongoing discussion of livestock 

tracking policy and law in the U.S. In Ms. Aikens own words, provided through the 

member checking process: 

The program also had a heat watch system to detect standing heat in 
cows.  Sensors were mounted on the tailheads of cows grazing in 
pastures. When another cow mounted, the sensor would send a signal to 
a receiver which then sent the date, time, and amount of time the 
identified cow was mounted to a computer.  This technology increased the 
success of conception through artificial insemination without using 
hormones. 

In addition, giving vaccinations provided a context through which students learned about 

medical technologies and performed mathematical calculations of dosages. Students 

learned that transfer needles could be used to move liquid into the bottle of a freeze 

dried vaccine and dissolve it.  

Math was integrated periodically through data gathering, and analysis was often 

completed by calculating percentages or fractions. A few students were chosen to help 

Ms. Aiken with the accounting by writing receipts, logging payments, and calculating 

totals. Ms. Aiken would verify their work before sending it to the school’s bookkeeper. 

Word problems related to the costs of supplies and size of vaccine dosages were 

completed during several different observations. Economics was also discussed 

periodically. 
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Engineering education in this program was primarily related to genetic 

engineering. However, the researcher also observed Ms. Aiken send a small group to 

fix a broken irrigation system. The students were responsible for designing a solution 

and solving the problem, which is an important engineering process as described 

earlier. 

Product Variables 

Ms. Aiken also perceived that her agriculture class improved students’ STEM 

skills. She also explained that extra-curricular activities were used to motivate students 

to achieve: 

For example, my show team – I'll have 25 kids on show team. They can't 
go and do these activities, they can't get out of class or get out of school 
unless they have a good GPA. Especially with show team, I will hold it 
over their head. I'm not taking them out of school for three days to go to 
Tampa if they have an F. And the teachers know that. So, we work 
together sometimes in holding - I won't say in holding things over there 
head to get them to work - but we do that a lot. 

Cross Case Analysis 

In the cross case analysis, data from all three cases were compared and 

synthesized. While the individual reports functioned to describe the general nature of 

each program and its STEM teaching, this section has addressed how the cases related 

to the objectives, case study propositions, and the new propositions and themes that 

emerged during the research. 

Objectives 

The objectives of the study listed in Chapter 1 were: 

1. Identify STEM knowledge and skills taught in SBAE. 

2. Identify the processes and methods used to teach STEM knowledge and skills in 
SBAE. 
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3. Document agriculture teachers’ perceptions of STEM in SBAE and barriers to STEM 
inclusion. 

4. Document agriculture students’ perceptions of STEM and analyze the relationship 
between attitudes and other variables. 

All the objectives were successfully completed. 

The STEM knowledge and skills taught in the SBAE programs were identified 

and listed in Table 4-1 and 4-2. During this process, a list of federal STEM-designated 

degree programs was obtained (U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, 2012) 

and used as another way to document the STEM content of agriculture programs. The 

number of degree programs for which each case provided introductory knowledge was 

counted. The cases introduced knowledge related to 40-46% of the 424 federally-

approved STEM degree programs. The researcher’s analysis also indicated that 76% of 

the STEM degree programs could be introduced through SBAE. Table B-1 has shown 

the analysis.  

Teachers’ processes that were identified included lesson planning and taking 

advantage of teachable moments with improvised STEM-related discussion and 

questioning. One of the case study propositions was related to the process that 

underlies STEM integration and has been discussed in Chapter 5. The teaching 

methods that were used to teach STEM included lecture, discussion, Socratic 

questioning, collaborative group work, formal lab work, informal lab work, the gradual 

release method, call and response, and individual practice. Regarding the STEM lesson 

planning process, Mr. Greer stated that “the planning of it takes so long, it takes a lot of 

work up front to really plan out a good STEM unit.” On improvised STEM-related 

discussion and questioning, he said: 
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A natural, opportunistic teacher sees a moment, pounces on it, and tries to 
expand on that topic. I'm not the greatest, but I like to think that I planned 
some and others lend themselves just to the moment. 

The perceptions of the teachers were documented qualitatively in this Chapter. 

During the interviews, the barriers mentioned by teachers were time, funding, and 

lesson plan resources. Student perceptions of STEM were also described in this 

Chapter. Analysis of the relationship between student perceptions and other variables 

was completed, and it is discussed in several of the following sections. 

Presage Variables 

Concerning preparation, all three teachers were veteran teachers with over 20 

years of experience. Additionally, all three had been through the agriculture education 

program at the University of Florida – the same program through which this research 

has been completed. The teachers described a mixture of technical agriculture, 

education, science, math, and general education classes. They were taught the 

importance of teaching the agriscience. Given that they all had gone through the same 

teacher education program, the multitude of differences between the programs was 

striking. Certainly, many factors contributed to these differences, including many 

variables not included in this study’s conceptual model. As an example, one teacher 

said role playing prepared him for the realities of classroom management, while another 

teacher felt it was impossible to prepare fully for those realities. 

The next presage variable was professional development. Two out of three of the 

teachers discussed professional development experiences related to AG-STEM at 

significant length. The two teachers indicated that workshops often involved AG-STEM 

curriculum. Ms. Aiken said, “[Two University of Florida professors] had some really good 
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workshops that I still pull stuff from and use some of those labs.” Therefore, professional 

development can be an effective means of increasing STEM integration in SBAE. 

The final two presage variables were teacher knowledge and perceptions of 

STEM. STEM knowledge was addressed through a case study proposition so has been 

discussed in that section. Teacher perceptions of STEM were contextual. While the 

teachers recognized the importance of STEM, their individual perceptions regarding 

confidence and ability differed. Other commonalities included the perception that 

technology has had an incredible influence on agriculture and teachers must educate 

students about it. All the teachers wondered whether STEM was simply a new 

educational phrase that might not gain long-term significance. An underlying perception 

that was identified across all three cases was the worry that too much STEM-integration 

would lose student interest. For instance, the teacher in case one suggested that too 

much math may lessen rapport with students and discourage them from taking 

agriculture classes as an elective. While the teacher still integrated math through data 

collection and the Forestry CDE, calculations were not individually performed by 

students during the observations or on any assignments that were observed. After 

witnessing calculations and discussions related to math several different times in case 

two, the researcher asked Mr. Greer about the activities because he had mentioned a 

dislike of math during an interview. He then emphasized the importance and beauty of 

math as a way of knowing and condensing information. So teachers’ perceptions, 

though nuanced, certainly affected the types and levels of STEM-integration in their 

classrooms.  
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Teacher perceptions related to engineering were muddled compared to their 

perceptions of science, technology, and mathematics. Only Mr. Olsen discussed 

engineering during interviews without prompting and used the word in his classes. His 

program integrated engineering education through the agriculture mechanics class. The 

researcher’s perceptions of engineering education evolved as a result of this work and 

from reading more relevant literature. The two core ideas taught during introductory 

engineering education have been the engineering design process and the 

interconnections between STEM and society (Brunsell, 2012). Mr. Olsen continually 

employed the engineering process of “delimiting an engineering problem, developing 

solutions, and optimizing the design solution” (Brunsell, 2012, p. X) as described in the 

case report earlier. Integration of engineering has been discussed further in the process 

variables section. 

Although not a variable included in the model, an important pattern was evident 

in the teachers’ perceptions of students. They were concerned about the diverse ability 

levels of students, and each teacher discussed the challenges presented by learning 

disabilities and poverty. Whether this affected the teachers’ integration of STEM was 

unclear. 

Context Variables 

Cross-case analysis of student demographic variables was unnecessary. In the 

case reports, demographics of the community were reported individually to provide 

background information. The demographic variables were also discussed in terms of the 

selection of cases and maximum variation. 

Therefore, this section has dealt with the cross-case analysis of student 

perceptions and district support. Student perceptions interacted with the other variables 
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in many ways. The following quote from Ms. Aiken illustrated that teachers who 

integrate STEM can experience push back from students who have negative 

perceptions of STEM: 

Oh, I had kids yesterday ask me in my ag foundations class, because we 
were going over a paper they had to do - it was all math, it was word 
problems that dealt with medications and inventory in a veterinary 
hospital: Ms. Aiken, why are we doing math in here? This is an ag class. 
Well, there are practical reasons. 

So not only did teacher perceptions influence student perceptions, but the student 

perceptions also affected the teachers’ perceptions. Therefore, student perceptions of 

and reactions to STEM integration can affect future STEM integration. Student 

perceptions also appeared to be related to engagement and achievement during 

observations, as was suggested by the literature review (Mullis et al., 2000; Reyes, 

Brackett, Rivers, White, & Salovey, 2012; Weinburgh, 1995). 

In each case, district support increased STEM integration through the funding of 

interdisciplinary CTE programs. Each district had CTE academies that were connected 

to STEM knowledge and skills. This study documented to STEM-related nature of SBAE 

programs, and the existence of each program indicated some amount of district support 

for AG-STEM. 

Process Variables 

STEM was integrated in each of the SBAE programs in this study. The curricula 

of the programs had significant overlap, although they were far from identical. As shown 

in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, programs differed in the type of STEM knowledge and skills 

taught. Centerpoint’s biotechnology class was the only place I observed regular 

integration of chemistry through chemical equations and laboratory experiments. 

Centerpoint also stood out for having the most consistent integration of mathematics. 
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On the other hand, the Suburban High School teacher mentioned physics concepts 

(weight, mass, density) during an interview that were not documented in other 

programs. Rural High School addressed many engineering areas through the 

agricultural mechanics class, which resulted in it having the highest percentage of 

addressed STEM degree programs in Table B-1. Again, the limitations of the study have 

not allowed the researcher to rule out that the programs address more STEM areas 

than documented here. He was only able to document what he saw and heard during 

the semester spent in the field. 

Several patterns emerged through examining and coding observation notes. 

Teachers often used the internet as a source of lesson plans, some of which integrated 

STEM. The agednet.com website was used by two of the programs. The other main 

sources of curricula were teacher-created materials, teacher preparation programs, 

textbooks, and the FFA. FFA CDEs were referenced by all three teachers as sources of 

STEM integration. The Forestry CDE in particular was described as math intensive by 

two teachers. Textbooks were used regularly only in one case. The other two teachers 

used the textbooks mainly for substitute days or review. No data indicated that STEM 

integration lessened the agricultural content of classes.  

A surprising STEM-related activity that occurred across cases was 

troubleshooting and repairing broken systems. In each case, broken equipment had 

presented a challenge that the teachers embraced by involving students in solving the 

problem. The following quote captured the mixed sense of stress and opportunity: 

So, it depends on a lot of times, it'll depend on what happens with, like my 
day can change drastically. I can have everything planned out for weeks, 
exactly what I am going to do. But, an animal gets injured, that all stops. 
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We've got to go take care of the animals. Fence breaks? We've got to go 
take care of that. As an ag teacher, you've got to be very flexible. 

Irrigation repairs were discussed by Mr. Greer. The teachers used these opportunities to 

engage students in STEM processes such as problem solving and designing repairs. 

Another pattern was that the majority of hands-on activities in agriculture 

classrooms were informal. During most hands-on activities, students were generally not 

required to record data or observations, reflect on their experiences, or manage 

complex STEM processes. At times, the teachers simplified activities to ensure they 

were completed properly. For instance, Mr. Greer taught students about mixtures, 

concentrations, and fertilizers. However, when fertilizing plants, he would mix a large 

batch of liquid fertilizer, which the students would then distribute to each plant.   

Other patterns with teaching method also existed. All teachers were able to 

integrate STEM conversationally in an improvised way during discussions and hands-on 

activities. Teachers in two cases used a limited number of methods that did not include 

collaborative group work in the classroom. However, that may be attributable to the low 

frequency of the observations. Another pattern was that the teachers and students 

stated that agriculture classes integrated much more than STEM; they also incorporated 

history, economics, reading, communication skills, and more. Ms. Aiken also pointed out 

how agricultural STEM knowledge can often be applied across subjects: 

You're talking about STEM. You're talking about science, technology. All 
the processes, whether it’s the reproductive tract or the chemicals that we 
use, progesterone or estradiol, or whatever we may be using, all that 
comes into play in teaching the students about the functions, reproductive 
functions, not only in animals, but all this can be related to humans. 

Importantly, student engagement was high in all three programs. The agriculture 

teachers prioritized building rapport and caring relationships. Students were comfortable 
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asking questions and making arguments during discussions. The students’ enjoyment of 

hands-on activities played a role in this, but the SBAE teachers’ relationship-building 

efforts went above and beyond what the researcher would consider the norm. 

Sometimes, informal hands-on activities allowed lower achieving students to shine: 

I saw a whole new side of them. They had the ability to work, they had the 
work ethic and they really enjoyed what they were doing. And that gave us 
more 1 on 1 time and that's - I don't want to say a bond, but a connection 
that I think as an ag teacher, we need to be doing. And, I realize that I 
miss that a lot when I have 35 in a class. That's hard. And I think that's 
what makes us special, too. 

This suggested that SBAE programs can help motivate lower achieving students, 

potentially affecting the achievement gap.  

Product Variables  

As described in the individual case reports, all three teachers stated that their 

programs affected student achievement in STEM positively. Furthermore, conversations 

with students revealed their belief that the agriculture class was improving their STEM 

abilities. This was also corroborated by Mr. Greer’s colleagues, who noticed a positive 

effect on student achievement in their classrooms. This phenomenon has been further 

discussed through the case study propositions. The inclusion of perceptions as product 

variables was appropriate; both student and teacher perceptions evolved over the 

course of the study. As indicated by student talk, their more positive perceptions of 

STEM may lead to increased motivation for achievement as well as increased interest in 

STEM careers. 

Regarding the Case Study Propositions 

Because the case study propositions were an attempt to generalize qualitative 

data to theory, they dealt with the theoretical implications of this research. Therefore, 
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the discussion of the propositions was reserved for Chapter 5. Other implications 

related to the cross-case analysis were also discussed. 

Summary 

Chapter 4 presented the findings of this multiple case study. Individual case 

reports provided detailed, narrative descriptions of observations as they pertained to the 

variables included in the study. Physical descriptions and key demographics of the 

cases were also presented. The voices of participants were incorporated by amply 

quoting from interviews and other discourse. Documents provided another source of 

data that was used for within-case triangulation. Then, a cross-case analysis compared 

and contrasted the cases. Across-case triangulation revealed information about the 

variables and the relationships between them. The four objectives of the study were 

reviewed and satisfactorily accomplished. The theoretical case study propositions and 

their implications were left to be discussed in Chapter 5. 

 
Table 4-1.  Science and technology integration by case.   

Case 
 

Science Technology 

All cases Agriscience; Biology (plant 
science, animal science); 
Earth science; Science 
history; Genetics; 
Measurement; Nutrition; 
Scientific method; Science 
literacy; Soil and water 
science 

Agritechnology; Biotechnology; 
Computer skills; Hand tools; 
History of technology; Teaching 
technology 

1  Welding; Soldering 

2 Chemistry  

3 Physics Livestock tracking and breeding; 
Digital microscope 
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Table 4-2.  Engineering and math integration by case.   

Case 
 

Engineering Math 

All cases Agricultural; Genetic; Problem 
solving; Troubleshooting 

Algebra; Calculations; Converting 
measurements; Decimals, fractions, 
and percentages; Economics; 
Estimation; Measurement; 

1 Design process; Mechanical; 
Electrical 

Geometry, Trigonometry 

2  Geometry 

3   

 

 
Figure 4-1. One of the graphs used to discuss population growth at Centerpoint High.  
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Figure 4-2. A graph showing population distributions for different countries.  

 

 
Figure 4-3. Math formulas and conversions used to estimate the area of land by pacing. 
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Figure 4-4. A page from the biotechnology lab manual. 

 
 

 

Figure 4-5. Students analyzed the growth of poinsettias. 
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Figure 4-6.  An assessment that included science and mathematics without calculations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLICATIONS 

The case reports and cross case analysis revealed much about the teaching of 

STEM in SBAE and the multi-faceted challenges addressed by agriculture teachers. 

Running a successful secondary agriculture program involved many responsibilities 

beyond those assumed by teachers of the traditional secondary subjects. Agriculture 

teachers often manage the lab equipment of a science teacher, maintain small 

workshops, run an extra-curricular organization, and all while managing a small 

agricultural operation that usually functions as a small business and raises funds 

(Torres, Kitchel, & Ball, 2010). In discussing the implications and recommendations 

based off this research, these manifold responsibilities were kept in mind.  

Original Case Study Propositions 

The first proposition was that STEM integration has a positive effect on student 

achievement in STEM without decreasing agricultural content knowledge. As suggested 

by many sources in the literature review (Enderlin, Petrea, & Osborne, 1993; Parr, 

Edwards, & Leising, 2006; Roberson, Flowers, & Moore, 2000; Stone et al., 2006), this 

was accepted across all three cases. Whether gathered through observation, informal 

student questioning, or interviews with teachers, data suggested that students’ STEM 

abilities were being exercised and improved over time. Mr. Greer was even approached 

by another teacher who asked him if he had recently taught a class about cells after 

noticing that several of his students were especially engaged and participating at a high 

level. When the researcher asked students about the connections between agriculture 

and other classes, they were able to discuss how many of the activities in the 

agriculture class demonstrated knowledge they were learning in other classes. This 
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demonstrated the power of experiential learning to cultivate interest and provide 

motivation (Kolb, 1984).  

The second proposition was that effective STEM integration would lead to 

positive student and teacher perceptions of STEM. The data suggested that teacher 

perceptions impacted STEM integration rather than vice versa. Stating that positive 

teacher perceptions of STEM and effective STEM integration occur at the same time 

and positively influence most students’ perceptions of STEM would be more accurate. 

This rephrasing has made it clear that a teacher who has purely negative feelings 

toward a STEM subject will incorporate it less in the curriculum. Even if teachers dislike 

a topic, they can integrate it effectively as long as they perceive it as important and 

useful, as exemplified by Mr. Greer and mathematics. The ability of teacher STEM 

perceptions to affect student perceptions was discussed in Chapter 4 and the literature 

review (Balschweid, 2002; Hayden et al., 2011). Many students’ perceptions of STEM 

have been and can be positively influenced by activities that show them real-world 

applications of STEM. The rewritten proposition was supported by the cross-case 

analysis. 

Teachers with more STEM knowledge, positive STEM perceptions, and STEM-

related preparation and professional development will incorporate STEM at higher 

levels was the third proposition. Because teacher STEM knowledge and perceptions 

were addressed by other propositions, this proposition was simplified to: Teachers with 

more STEM-related preparation and professional development will incorporate STEM at 

higher levels. Evidence of this statement was triangulated in several ways. The teacher 

from case three noted workshops as an important source of new STEM-integrated 
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lessons. Case two provided some triangulation because the teacher was required to go 

to professional development for the new biotechnology track of the program. 

Furthermore, all three teachers were taught at the University of Florida to emphasize 

science and technology in their curricula, and they clearly followed through. An 

important implication of this proposition has been that teacher educators can guide the 

future of STEM integration and prepare teachers to deal with the issues discovered 

through this research.  

Stories told by two of the teachers revealed that the agriculture programs they 

attended as high school students in the 1970s did not emphasize the science of 

agriculture, had almost exclusively male students, and were essentially all hands-on, 

informal learning. Progress in these areas was easy to see in the cases of this study. 

The relative lack of engineering and math education in some programs may be related 

to the fact that the teachers were not directed to emphasize engineering processes and 

mathematics like they were science and technology. Certainly, the call for the 

integration of science into SBAE curricula that began in the 80s (NRC, 1988; Rao, 

1987) has been met through the combined efforts of teachers and teacher educators. 

The next proposition stated that teachers use a similar underlying process to 

integrate STEM. This proved to be a complex proposition. Gathering data on it was 

difficult except by directly asking the teachers about the process they used to integrate 

STEM. The curricula of the teachers were related to their education, professional 

development, perceptions, and the curricular framework of the program. The teachers’ 

responses hinted at the relationship between these aspects. A conceptual map (Figure 

5-1) shows the researcher’s impression of the process. Because the assumptions about 
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relationships between aspects of the process are mine, the limited number of teachers, 

and the fact that the model was created after member checking was completed, the 

model may not be accurate or generalizable. It is based primarily on the researcher’s 

experience as a teacher and secondarily on data from the teacher interviews. Further 

research could clarify the relationship between the variables and what additional 

variables may be involved. If the STEM integration process has been accurately 

represented by the model, several implications can be distilled. First, because teacher 

STEM perceptions and available lesson plans were directly connected to STEM 

integration, they could have the greatest impact on STEM integration in SBAE. 

Curriculum frameworks could also specify or modify AG-STEM-related objectives. Other 

implications include the importance of the professional development and experience 

feedback loop as well as the value of pedagogical knowledge related to STEM teaching. 

Next, the proposition concerning the level of integration of the separate STEM 

disciplines was accurate across all three cases. Science was certainly most integrated 

into curricula, and it was closely followed by technology. This should not be surprising 

for two reasons. First, agriculture is an interdisciplinary discipline of science. Second, 

the amount of technology involved in the production of crops has been extremely high. 

However, the cross case analysis showed that math and engineering were integrated to 

a lesser extent. Rural High School’s agriculture mechanics class provided a negative 

case that had as much engineering as science and technology. In the case’s other 

classes, though, science and technology still dominated. Overall, this implied that 

teacher education programs should focus on math and engineering when dealing with 

STEM integration. 
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The sixth proposition was: districts and schools that explicitly support STEM 

integration will have SBAE programs that integrate STEM at higher levels. This was 

suggested in different ways described in the findings. Interestingly, in case one, the 

teacher mentioned the engineering teacher at a nearby high school as an influence on 

his teaching. Therefore, programs have the ability to affect each at the district- rather 

than only school-level. In case two, the grant-funded addition of a biotechnology track 

within the agriculture program showed the power of a combined district and school 

effort. The third case exemplified this proposition as an agriscience program despite the 

fact that connections to the school’s biotechnology program were not developed.  

The seventh proposition was rejected. Student perceptions did not always reflect 

the agriculture teachers’ perceptions. While the agriculture teachers certainly influenced 

the students’ perceptions as discussed in Chapter 4, many other factors came into play. 

The agriculture teachers were in a unique position to affect students more than other 

teachers, though, because they often worked with students for several years.  

Finally, the proposition regarding the varying level of STEM integration between 

units was supported in multiple ways. In each program, the amount of science, math, 

engineering, and technology changed significantly according to the topics covered 

within units. Clearly, attempting to integrate all STEM disciplines at high levels within all 

units is not feasible, perhaps mostly due to engineering since it is so specific to 

designing solutions to problems. However, progress could be made towards a steadier, 

higher level of integration by each of the teachers in the study. The teachers noted that 

they integrated STEM in different ways each year and often in new areas, which 

suggested that even veteran teachers make yearly changes in STEM integration. 
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Therefore, measures could be taken to ensure future and current teachers of agriculture 

programs continue this professional development process at a level appropriate to their 

curricula and skills. 

Additional Case Study Propositions 

These propositions evolved as a direct result of observations, interactions with 

teachers and students, teacher interviews, and suggestions from colleagues. While the 

original case study propositions were based on the literature review and the 

researcher’s thoughts, the propositions in this section were a result of experiences 

during the research. Therefore, the origins of these propositions and the evidence for 

them were introduced in Chapter 4. A summary and additional details concerning the 

new propositions are provided below. 

Data indicated that agriculture teachers must have a significant amount of STEM 

knowledge simply to keep a program functioning. The knowledge was exhibited to 

students by the successful agricultural operations that the teachers ran as part of their 

programs. Because the teachers are required to have STEM knowledge beyond that of 

a typical teacher, they have a unique ability to impart that knowledge to students. 

Students not only witnessed the application of the teachers’ STEM knowledge, they 

participated in it through experiential education. Each teacher described the importance 

of the STEM classes taken while completing agricultural education degrees, especially 

the technical agriscience classes. A clear implication was that STEM classes taken 

during teacher preparation have been an important source of knowledge and abilities for 

agriculture teachers.   

A proposition concerning troubleshooting emerged both during observations and 

teacher interviews. Like the other propositions, it was also confirmed by the 
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researcher’s experience. In two cases, the teachers discussed the issue without being 

prompted by a question on it. A broken part of an SBAE program’s agricultural system 

can be used as a teachable moment in which the students are motivated because they 

see that something is not working the way it should. A broken irrigation line, fan belt, or 

animal feeder may threaten the health or survival of plants and animals.  Indeed, 

Lancelot (1929) stated that thinking well implies “the pupils must acquire the habit of 

thinking through their problems… and the practice that is necessary to the formation of 

this habit can easily be given – indeed should be given without fail – in connection with 

the problems that comprise most of their daily work” (p.94). He later discussed how all 

subjects can be taught through problems, especially vocational subjects. Though 

students were observed solving problems in other contexts, troubleshooting problems 

with equipment and production systems seemed to be an automatic aspect of SBAE 

that integrated STEM. After designing a solution for a broken system with a class, a 

teacher could increase the rigor by having students design a whole new system. 

Another proposition created during the research was that STEM education within 

SBAE programs can be improved by formalizing some of the informal hands-on 

activities. Not only was this triangulated through findings discussed in Chapter 4, the 

researcher’s experience as an agriculture teacher also supported it. While managing a 

small agricultural operation as a means of raising funds for the program, the focus was 

successfully growing enough plants to meet sales deadlines, which resulted in much 

informal greenhouse work. This created a disconnection between the formalized plant 

science lessons and labs completed in the classroom and the informal hands-on 

activities that were responsible for the production of agricultural goods. A similar 
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struggle was evident in the cases of this study. Digital record books, reflection on 

hands-on work, formalizing hands-on activities as labs or engineering processes, and 

emphasizing the hands-on activities’ connections to STEM can all be used to formalize 

and improve this type of experiential education. At the same time, informal work does 

provide students with relaxed, enjoyable, often collaborative experiences that may 

increase their interest in AG-STEM career areas as well. 

Final Case Study Propositions 

The following is the final set of case study propositions that were suggested to be 

evident by the triangulation of qualitative data across all three cases in this study:  

1. STEM integration has a positive effect on student achievement in STEM without 
decreasing agricultural content knowledge. 

2. Positive teacher perceptions of STEM and effective STEM integration occur at the 
same time and positively influence most students’ perceptions of STEM. 

3. Teachers with more STEM-related preparation and professional development will 
incorporate STEM at higher levels.  

4. Districts and schools that explicitly support STEM integration will have SBAE 
programs that integrate STEM at higher levels. 

5. The amount of STEM integration varies significantly between units within a program. 

6. Agriculture teachers must have a significant amount of STEM knowledge simply to 
keep a program functioning. 

7. Troubleshooting broken or dysfunctional systems can serve as a teachable moment 
involving STEM knowledge and skills. 

8. Improving STEM education within SBAE programs can be achieved by formalizing 
some of the informal hands-on activities. 

These propositions were evident for some cases but were not triangulated by 

multiple forms of data across all three cases or had a negative case: 

1. Teachers use a similar underlying process to integrate STEM and that process is 
represented by Figure 5-1. 
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2. Science will be most integrated into curricula, followed by technology. Math and 
engineering will be integrated to a lesser extent. 

Other Implications 

Throughout the case study, many other implications were noted. These 

implications could not be formulated as case study propositions because they were 

specific to one program or outside the scope of the study. Program connections to the 

community, teacher rapport with students, textbook issues, the importance of hands-on 

skills, and the level of STEM-integration have been addressed in this section. 

At times, perhaps when at their best, secondary school agriculture programs can 

fulfill a role similar to extension agencies. SBAE programs can collaborate with their 

local communities and agribusinesses in ways that improve all the participants. In the 

case of Rural High School, this occurred by partnering with a local dairy farm and 

experimenting with processing manure slurry. The extent to which this happens and 

whether or not it should be a goal for certain SBAE programs could be an area for 

further research.  

Rapport-building and the elective nature of agriculture classes were also issues 

that played a role in STEM integration. However, the variance across cases made it 

difficult to create a proposition. Rapport with students was the most listed characteristic 

of agriculture teachers in a Delphi study completed by Roberts and Dyer (2004). 

Rapport was sometimes used to increase students’ interest in STEM and motivate them 

to practice. At the same time, a teacher suggested that too much STEM integration 

might decrease rapport. Concerning the elective nature of the class, he said: 

It’s got to be entertaining because it's an elective. And if it’s not fun, the 
kids won't take it. If they won't take it, your program dies real quick. If my 
program was nothing but work, work, work, really tough stuff, eventually. . 
. [trails off]. 
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Research could clarify the methods and level of STEM-integration and how they interact 

with student rapport. Of course, a solution to this dilemma could be to require all 

secondary school students to take an AG-STEM that promotes interdisciplinary, critical, 

and creative thinking, collaboration, hands-on skills, and student interest.  

The most common methods used by agriculture teachers have historically been 

lecture and discussion (Myers & Dyer, 2004). This was also observed in this study. 

Collaborative academic work was seen on a regular basis in only one case, although 

hands-on group work was present in all cases. Many of the effective teaching methods 

discussed in Marzano (2007) and Darling-Hammond and Bransford (2007) were not 

documented. The implication was that teacher preparation programs may need to 

provide teachers with more pedagogical knowledge. 

Agriscience textbooks were present in all cases but only used regularly in one.  

Agriculture textbook companies have acknowledged the necessity of integrating 

science, technology, and math (Figure A-2). However, as in two of the cases, most of 

the mathematics in the textbooks involved the memorization of numbers displays of 

data (Figure A-1). Textbook companies must integrate more calculations and 

mathematical operations. Furthermore, engineering knowledge, skills, and careers were 

not consistently integrated into the textbooks examined. 

The importance of hands-on and experiential learning has a long legacy in 

education (Dewey, 1998) and has been especially relevant to STEM education (Ejiwale, 

2012). The formalization of common hands-on activities in SBAE could increase the 

level of STEM integration. Of course, varying methods have contributed to student 

learning, so informal learning also has an important role to play (Hofstein & Rosenfeld, 
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1996). Reflective thinking should be used in tandem with any experiential learning to aid 

students’ learning (Dewey, 1933). 

Lastly, the level of STEM-integration was explored quantitatively by documenting 

which federally-approved STEM degree programs were and can be addressed. The 

cases were all clustered around addressing about 40% of the degree programs. The 

fact that SBAE could address about 76% of the degree programs suggested that other 

curriculum frameworks are possible. Research could investigate if the 40% level was 

appropriate and if other programs have been addressing the 36% not seen in these 

cases. 

Recommendations 

For researchers: 

1. Each of the case study propositions represent a line of inquiry that could be pursued 
further. 

2. Investigate the relationship between agriculture teachers’ rapport with students and 
STEM integration. 

3. Compare and contrast learning in formal and informal hands-on laboratory activities 
in SBAE. 

4. Investigate the nature and extent of STEM integration within curriculum frameworks 
for secondary SBAE. 

5. Explore STEM teaching and learning in the extra-curricular portion of agricultural 
programs. 

For teacher educators: 

1. Focus on preparing teachers to integrate engineering and mathematics into their 
curriculum. The engineering design process should be included in agriculture 
teacher preparation curriculum. 

2. Be sure that all future agriculture teachers understand the value of STEM integration 
and discuss their STEM perceptions. If a course on AG-STEM integration is not 
offered, pre-service teachers should learn principles of STEM integration and 
develop STEM-enhanced lesson plans in other courses. 
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For practitioners: 

1. Regularly discuss the interconnections between the STEM disciplines and STEM, 
agriculture, and society. 

2. Use diverse teaching methods to integrate STEM in both the classroom and the 
laboratory. 

3. Formalize informal hands-on learning using the engineering design process, data 
collection and analysis, economic calculations, or reflective questioning. 

4. Emphasize the engineering within project-based learning and troubleshooting. 

5. Scale up the activities completed by the program to provide theoretical engineering 
challenges. 

For curriculum development: 

1. Integrate higher levels of STEM in curriculum frameworks and lesson plans. 

2. Develop textbooks and lesson plans that integrate STEM at higher and more 
consistent levels. 

3. Develop new curriculum frameworks that focus on different areas of the 76% of 
STEM degree programs that this study suggested were possible to address through 
AG-STEM.  

Summary 

The theoretical propositions with which this multiple case study began evolved 

through the process of gathering data. Two were accepted, three were altered and 

accepted, two were valuable but not supported by all cases, and one was rejected. 

Three new propositions were created and accepted. Triangulation of data from both the 

multiple case study analysis and the researcher’s six years of experience as an 

educator were used to evaluate the propositions. The implications of the propositions 

were discussed. Other implications that could not be formulated as propositions were 

also discussed. 

This research has indicated that student achievement in STEM has been 

positively affected by AG-STEM teaching. Many students’ perceptions of STEM were 
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also positively affected, which implied increased motivation and interest in STEM 

careers. A possible model of STEM-integration was postulated and should be 

investigated through further research. Other areas suggested for future research 

included the interplay of STEM-integration and student perceptions of STEM, whether 

agriculture teacher education programs have been addressing engineering and 

mathematics like they have science and technology, and the interaction between 

STEM-integration and rapport. 

Many of the implications were relevant to the practice of teaching agriculture. 

Classroom teaching methods should be more diverse and include collaborative 

academic work. Informal hands-on activities should be formalized or followed by 

reflective discussion. Discussions involving the relationships between AG-STEM and 

society need to happen more often. Agriculture textbook publishers and curriculum 

developers also have a role to play in improving AG-STEM teaching. The history of 

science has been an important aspect of science education (Matthews, 1994), 

suggesting that the same holds for STEM. The leadership, communication, and 

collaboration skills taught through SBAE are also essential for STEM careers, which 

often involve teamwork (Ejiwale, 2012). 
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Figure 5-1.  A cognitive map of the possible underlying STEM integration process. 
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APPENDIX A 
OTHER DOCUMENTS 

 
 
Figure A-1.  Tables with data related to agricultural labor and yields that show the effect 

of technology.  

 
Figure A-2.  An agriscience textbook mentioned science and math integration.  
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Figure A-3.  A data and observation journal from a lab at case one. 
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Figure A-4. A technical reading from a UF research manual used in case two. 
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APPENDIX B 
STEM DEGREE PROGRAMS ADDRESSED BY SBAE 

Table B-1.  STEM degree programs addressed by each case and possible to address   
 

CIP Code Degree Title Case 1: RHS Case 2: CPHS Case 3: SHS Possible 

1 Agroecology and Sustainable Agriculture 
   

X 

1 Animal Sciences, General X X X X 

1 Agricultural Animal Breeding X X X X 

1 Animal Health X X X X 

1 Animal Nutrition X X X X 

1 Dairy Science X X X X 

1 Livestock Management X X X X 

1 Poultry Science X X X X 

1 Animal Sciences, Other. X X X X 

1 Food Science X X X X 

1 Food Technology and Processing X X X X 

1 Food Science and Technology, Other. X X X X 

1  Plant Sciences, General X X X X 

1 Agronomy and Crop Science X X X X 

1 Horticultural Science X X X X 

1 Agricultural and Horticultural Plant Breeding X X X X 

1 Plant Protection and Integrated Pest Management X X X X 

1 Range Science and Management X X X X 

1 1 1.1199 Plant Sciences, Other. X X X X 

1 1 1.1201 Soil Science and Agronomy, General X X X X 

1 1 1.1202 Soil Chemistry and Physics X X X X 

1 1 1.1203 Soil Microbiology X X X X 

1 1 1.1299 Soil Sciences, Other. X X X X 

3 3 3.0101 Natural Resources/Conservation, General. X X X X 

3 3 3.0103 Environmental Studies. X X X X 

3 3 3.0104 Environmental Science X X X X 

3 3 3.0199 Natural Resources Conservation and Research, Other. X X X X 

3 3 3.0205 Water, Wetlands, and Marine Resources Management. X X X X 

3 Forest Sciences and Biology X X X X 

3 3 3.0508 Urban Forestry. 
   

X 

3 3 3.0509 Wood Science and Wood Products/Pulp and Paper Technology X X X X 

3 3 3.0601 Wildlife, Fish and Wildlands Science and Management. X X X X 

4 4 4.0902 Architectural and Building Sciences/Technology. 
  

X 

9 9 9.0702 Digital Communication and Media/Multimedia X X X 

10 10 10.0304 Animation, Interactive Technology, Video Graphics and Special Effects 
 

X 

11 11 11.0101 Computer and Information Sciences, General 
  

X 

11 11 11.0102 Artificial Intelligence 
    

11 11 11.0103 Information Technology X X X X 

11 11 11.0104 Informatics 
   

X 

11 11 11.0199 Computer and Information Sciences, Other. 
   

11 11 11.0201 Computer Programming/Programmer, General 
   

11 11 11.0202 Computer Programming, Specific Applications 
   

11 11 11.0203 Computer Programming, Vendor/Product Certification 
   

11 11 11.0299 Computer Programming, Other. 
    

11 11 11.0301 Data Processing and Data Processing Technology/Technician X X X X 

11 11 11.0401 Information Science/Studies 
   

X 

11 11 11.0501 Computer Systems Analysis/Analyst 
   

11 11 11.0701 Computer Science 
    

11 11 11.0801 Web Page, Digital/Multimedia and Information Resources Design 
  

X 

11 11 11.0802 Data Modeling/Warehousing and Database Administration X X X 
 

11 11 11.0803 Computer Graphics 
    

11 11 11.0804 Modeling, Virtual Environments and Simulation 
  

X 

11 11 11.0899 Computer Software and Media Applications, Other. X X X X 

11 11 11.0901 Computer Systems Networking and Telecommunications 
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11 11 11.1001 Network and System Administration/Administrator 
   

11 11 11.1002 System, Networking, and LAN/WAN Management/Manager 
   

11 11 11.1003 Computer and Information Systems Security/Information Assurance 
  

11 11 11.1004 Web/Multimedia Management and Webmaster 
  

X 

11 11 11.1005 Information Technology Project Management Computer Support Specialist 
  

11 11 11.1099 Computer/Information Technology Services Administration and Management, Other. 
  

13 13 13.0501 Educational/Instructional Technology. X X X X 

13 13 13.0601 Educational Evaluation and Research. 
  

X 

13 13 13.0603 Educational Statistics and Research Methods 
  

X 

14 14 14.0101 Engineering, General X X 
 

X 

14 14 14.0102 Pre-Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.0201 Aerospace, Aeronautical and Astronautical/Space Engineering 
   

14 14 14.0301 Agricultural Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.0401 Architectural Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.0501 Bioengineering and Biomedical Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.0601 Ceramic Sciences and Engineering 
  

X 

14 14 14.0701 Chemical Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.0702 Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.0799 Chemical Engineering, Other. X X X X 

14 14 14.0801 Civil Engineering, General 
    

14 14 14.0802 Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering 
  

X 

14 14 14.0803 Structural Engineering X 
  

X 

14 14 14.0804 Transportation and Highway Engineering 
   

14 14 14.0805 Water Resources Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.0899 Civil Engineering, Other. 
    

14 14 14.0901 Computer Engineering, General 
    

14 14 14.0902 Computer Hardware Engineering 
   

14 14 14.0903 Computer Software Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.0999 Computer Engineering, Other. 
    

14 14 14.1001 Electrical and Electronics Engineering X 
  

X 

14 14 14.1003 Laser and Optical Engineering 
    

14 14 14.1004 Telecommunications Engineering 
    

14 
14 14.1099 Electrical, Electronics and Communications Engineering, 

Other. X 
  

X 

14 14 14.1101 Engineering Mechanics X 
  

X 

14 14 14.1201 Engineering Physics/Applied Physics X 
  

X 

14 14 14.1301 Engineering Science X X X X 

14 Environmental/Environmental Health Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.1801 Materials Engineering X 
  

X 

14 14 14.1901 Mechanical Engineering X 
  

X 

14 14 14.2001 Metallurgical Engineering X X 
 

X 

14 14 14.2101 Mining and Mineral Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.2201 Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering 
   

14 14 14.2301 Nuclear Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.2401 Ocean Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.2501 Petroleum Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.2701 Systems Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.2801 Textile Sciences and Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.3201 Polymer/Plastics Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.3301 Construction Engineering X 
  

X 

14 14 14.3401 Forest Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.3501 Industrial Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.3601 Manufacturing Engineering 
   

X 

14 14 14.3701 Operations Research 
   

X 

14 14 14.3801 Surveying Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.3901 Geological/Geophysical Engineering 
  

X 

14 14 14.4001 Paper Science and Engineering X X X X 

14 14 14.4101 Electromechanical Engineering 
    

14 14 14.4201 Mechatronics, Robotics, and Automation Engineering 
   

14 14 14.4301 Biochemical Engineering 
 

X 
 

X 

14 14 14.4401 Engineering Chemistry 
 

X 
 

X 

14 14 14.4501 Biological/Biosystems Engineering X X X X 
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14 14 14.9999 Engineering, Other. X X X X 

15 15 15.0000 Engineering Technology, General 
   

X 

15 15 15.0101 Architectural Engineering Technology/Technician 
   

15 15 15.0201 Civil Engineering Technology/Technician 
   

15 15 15.0303 Electrical, Electronic and Communications Engineering X 
   

15 Technology/Technician X X X X 

15 15 15.0304 Laser and Optical Technology/Technician 
   

15 Telecommunications Technology/Technician 
    

15 15 15.0306 Integrated Circuit Design X 
   

15 
15 15.0399 Electrical and Electronic Engineering 

Technologies/Technicians, Other. X 
   

15 15 15.0401 Biomedical Technology/Technician 
   

15 15 15.0403 Electromechanical Technology/Electromechanical Engineering X 
   

15 Technology 
    

15 15 15.0404 Instrumentation Technology/Technician X X X X 

15 15 15.0405 Robotics Technology/Technician 
    

15 15 15.0406 Automation Engineer Technology/Technician 
   

15 
15 15.0499 Electromechanical and Instrumentation and Maintenance 

Technologies/Technicians, Other.   
   

15 15 15.0501 Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Engineering 
  

15 Technology/Technician X X X X 

15 15 15.0503 Energy Management and Systems Technology/Technician 
  

X 

15 15 15.0505 Solar Energy Technology/Technician. 
  

X 

15 
15 15.0506 Water Quality and Wastewater Treatment Management and 

Recycling X X X X 

15 
15 15.0507 Environmental Engineering Technology/Environmental 

Technology X X 
 

X 

15 
15 15.0508 Hazardous Materials Management and Waste 

Technology/Technician X X X X 

15 15 15.0599 Environmental Control Technologies/Technicians, Other. X X X X 

15 15 15.0607 Plastics and Polymer Engineering Technology/Technician 
  

X 

15 15 15.0611 Metallurgical Technology/Technician X 
  

X 

15 15 15.0612 Industrial Technology/Technician X X X X 

15 15 15.0613 Manufacturing Engineering Technology/Technician 
  

X 

15 15 15.0614 Welding Engineering Technology/Technician X 
  

X 

15 15 15.0615 Chemical Engineering Technology/Technician 
 

X X 

15 15 15.0616 Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology 
   

15 15 15.0699 Industrial Production Technologies/Technicians, Other. X X X X 

15 15 15.0701 Occupational Safety and Health Technology/Technician X X X X 

15 15 15.0702 Quality Control Technology/Technician X X X X 

15 15 15.0703 Industrial Safety Technology/Technician 
   

15 15 15.0704 Hazardous Materials Information Systems Technology/Technician 
   

15 15 15.0799 Quality Control and Safety Technologies/Technicians, Other. 
   

15 Aeronautical/Aerospace Engineering Technology/Technician 
   

15 15 15.0803 Automotive Engineering Technology/Technician X 
  

X 

15 15 15.0805 Mechanical Engineering/Mechanical Technology/Technician X 
  

X 

15 
15 15.0899 Mechanical Engineering Related Technologies/Technicians, 

Other. X 
  

X 

15 15 15.0901 Mining Technology/Technician 
   

X 

15 15 15.0903 Petroleum Technology/Technician 
  

X 

15 15 15.0999 Mining and Petroleum Technologies/Technicians, Other. 
  

X 

15 15 15.1001 Construction Engineering Technology/Technician X 
  

X 

15 15 15.1102 Surveying Technology/Surveying X X X X 

15 15 15.1103 Hydraulics and Fluid Power Technology/Technician X 
  

X 

15 15 15.1199 Engineering-Related Technologies, Other. X X X X 

15 15 15.1201 Computer Engineering Technology/Technician 
   

15 15 15.1202 Computer Technology/Computer Systems Technology X X X 

15 15 15.1203 Computer Hardware Technology/Technician 
 

X X 

15 15 15.1204 Computer Software Technology/Technician 
  

X 

15 15 15.1299 Computer Engineering Technologies/Technicians, Other. 
  

X 

15 15 15.1301 Drafting and Design Technology/Technician, General 
  

X 

15 15 15.1302 CAD/CADD Drafting and/or Design Technology/Technician 
  

X 

15 15 15.1303 Architectural Drafting and Architectural CAD/CADD 
  

X 

15 15 15.1304 Civil Drafting and Civil Engineering CAD/CADD 
  

X 

15 15 15.1305 Electrical/Electronics Drafting and Electrical/Electronics CAD/CADD 
 

X 
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15 15 15.1306 Mechanical Drafting and Mechanical Drafting CAD/CADD 
  

X 

15 15 15.1399 Drafting/Design Engineering Technologies/Technicians, Other. 
  

X 

15 15 15.1401 Nuclear Engineering Technology/Technician 
  

X 

15 15 15.1501 Engineering/Industrial Management 
  

X 

15 15 15.1502 Engineering Design X 
  

X 

15 15 15.1503 Packaging Science 
   

X 

15 15 15.1599 Engineering-Related Fields, Other. 
  

X 

15 15 15.1601 Nanotechnology 
   

X 

15 15 15.9999 Engineering Technologies and Engineering-Related Fields, Other. 
  

X 

26 26 26.0101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General X X X X 

26 26 26.0102 Biomedical Sciences, General X X X X 

26 Biochemistry X X X X 

26 26 26.0203 Biophysics 
   

X 

26 26 26.0204 Molecular Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.0205 Molecular Biochemistry X X X X 

26 26 26.0206 Molecular Biophysics 
   

X 

26 26 26.0207 Structural Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.0208 Photobiology X X X X 

26 26 26.0209 Radiation Biology/Radiobiology 
   

26 26 26.0210 Biochemistry and Molecular Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.0299 Biochemistry, Biophysics and Molecular Biology, Other. X X X X 

26 26 26.0301 Botany/Plant Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.0305 Plant Pathology/Phytopathology X X X X 

26 26 26.0307 Plant Physiology X X X X 

26 26 26.0308 Plant Molecular Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.0399 Botany/Plant Biology, Other. X X X X 

26 26 26.0401 Cell/Cellular Biology and Histology X X X X 

26 26 26.0403 Anatomy X X X X 

26 26 26.0404 Developmental Biology and Embryology X X X X 

26 26 26.0406 Cell/Cellular and Molecular Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.0407 Cell Biology and Anatomy X X X X 

26 26 26.0499 Cell/Cellular Biology and Anatomical Sciences, Other. X X X X 

26 26 26.0502 Microbiology, General X X X X 

26 26 26.0503 Medical Microbiology and Bacteriology X X X X 

26 26 26.0504 Virology X X X X 

26 26 26.0505 Parasitology X X X X 

26 26 26.0506 Mycology 
   

X 

26 26 26.0507 Immunology X X X X 

26 26 26.0508 Microbiology and Immunology X X X X 

26 26 26.0599 Microbiological Sciences and Immunology, Other. X X X X 

26 26 26.0701 Zoology/Animal Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.0702 Entomology X X X X 

26 26 26.0707 Animal Physiology X X X X 

26 Animal Behavior and Ethology X X X X 

26 26 26.0709 Wildlife Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.0799 Zoology/Animal Biology, Other. X X X X 

26 26 26.0801 Genetics, General X X X X 

26 26 26.0802 Molecular Genetics X X X X 

26 26 26.0803 Microbial and Eukaryotic Genetics X X X X 

26 26 26.0804 Animal Genetics X X X X 

26 26 26.0805 Plant Genetics X X X X 

26 26 26.0806 Human/Medical Genetics X X X X 

26 26 26.0807 Genome Sciences/Genomics X X X X 

26 26 26.0899 Genetics, Other. X X X X 

26 26 26.0901 Physiology, General X X X X 

26 26 26.0902 Molecular Physiology X X X X 

26 26 26.0903 Cell Physiology X X X X 

26 26 26.0904 Endocrinology X X X X 

26 26 26.0905 Reproductive Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.0907 Cardiovascular Science 
   

X 

26 26 26.0908 Exercise Physiology 
   

X 
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26 26 26.0909 Vision Science/Physiological Optics 
  

X 

26 26 26.0910 Pathology/Experimental Pathology X X X X 

26 26 26.0911 Oncology and Cancer Biology 
   

? 

26 26 26.0912 Aerospace Physiology and Medicine 
   

26 26 26.0999 Physiology, Pathology, and Related Sciences, Other. X X X X 

26 26 26.1001 Pharmacology X X X X 

26 26 26.1002 Molecular Pharmacology X X X X 

26 26 26.1003 Neuropharmacology 
   

X 

26 26 26.1004 Toxicology X X X X 

26 26 26.1005 Molecular Toxicology 
   

X 

26 26 26.1006 Environmental Toxicology X X X X 

26 26 26.1007 Pharmacology and Toxicology 
   

X 

26 26 26.1099 Pharmacology and Toxicology, Other. 
  

X 

26 26 26.1101 Biometry/Biometrics 
   

X 

26 Biostatistics 
   

X 

26 26 26.1103 Bioinformatics 
   

X 

26 26 26.1104 Computational Biology 
   

X 

26 26 26.1199 Biomathematics, Bioinformatics, and Computational Biology, Other. 
 

X 

26 26 26.1201 Biotechnology X X X X 

26 26 26.1301 Ecology 
 

X X X 

26 26 26.1302 Marine Biology and Biological Oceanography 
  

X 

26 26 26.1303 Evolutionary Biology 
   

X 

26 26 26.1304 Aquatic Biology/Limnology 
   

X 

26 26 26.1305 Environmental Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.1306 Population Biology 
 

X 
 

X 

26 26 26.1307 Conservation Biology X X X X 

26 26 26.1308 Systematic Biology/Biological Systematics 
  

X 

26 26 26.1309 Epidemiology X X X X 

26 26 26.1310 Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
  

X 

26 26 26.1399 Ecology, Evolution, Systematics and Population Biology, Other. 
  

X 

26 26 26.1401 Molecular Medicine X X X X 

26 26 26.1501 Neuroscience 
   

X 

26 26 26.1502 Neuroanatomy 
   

X 

26 26 26.1503 Neurobiology and Anatomy 
   

X 

26 26 26.1504 Neurobiology and Behavior 
   

X 

26 26 26.1599 Neurobiology and Neurosciences, Other. 
  

X 

26 26 26.9999 Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Other. X X X X 

27 27 27.0101 Mathematics, General X X X X 

27 27 27.0102 Algebra and Number Theory X X X X 

27 27 27.0103 Analysis and Functional Analysis X X X X 

27 27 27.0104 Geometry/Geometric Analysis X X X X 

27 27 27.0105 Topology and Foundations X X X X 

27 27 27.0199 Mathematics, Other. X X X X 

27 27 27.0301 Applied Mathematics, General X X X X 

27 27 27.0303 Computational Mathematics X X X X 

27 27 27.0304 Computational and Applied Mathematics X X X X 

27 Financial Mathematics X X X X 

27 27 27.0306 Mathematical Biology X X X X 

27 27 27.0399 Applied Mathematics, Other. X X X X 

27 27 27.0501 Statistics, General X X X X 

27 27 27.0502 Mathematical Statistics and Probability X X X X 

27 27 27.0503 Mathematics and Statistics X X X X 

27 27 27.0599 Statistics, Other. X X X X 

27 27 27.9999 Mathematics and Statistics, Other. X X X X 

28 28 28.0501 Air Science/Airpower Studies. X X X X 

28 28 28.0502 Air and Space Operational Art and Science. 
   

28 28 28.0505 Naval Science and Operational Studies. 
   

29 29 29.0201 Intelligence, General 
    

29 29 29.0202 Strategic Intelligence 
    

29 29 29.0203 Signal/Geospatial Intelligence 
    

29 29 29.0204 Command & Control (C3, C4I) Systems and Operations 
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29 29 29.0205 Information Operations/Joint Information Operations 
   

29 29 29.0206 Information/Psychological Warfare and Military Media Relations 
  

29 29 29.0207 Cyber/Electronic Operations and Warfare 
   

29 29 29.0299 Intelligence, Command Control and Information Operations, Other. 
  

29 29 29.0301 Combat Systems Engineering 
    

29 29 29.0302 Directed Energy Systems 
   

X 

29 29 29.0303 Engineering Acoustics 
    

29 29 29.0304 Low-Observables and Stealth Technology 
   

29 29 29.0305 Space Systems Operations 
    

29 29 29.0306 Operational Oceanography 
   

X 

29 29 29.0307 Undersea Warfare 
    

29 29 29.0399 Military Applied Sciences, Other. 
   

29 29 29.0401 Aerospace Ground Equipment Technology 
   

29 29 29.0402 Air and Space Operations Technology 
   

29 29 29.0403 Aircraft Armament Systems Technology 
   

29 29 29.0404 Explosive Ordinance/Bomb Disposal 
   

29 29 29.0405 Joint Command/Task Force (C3, C4I) Systems 
   

29 Military Information Systems Technology 
    

29 29 29.0407 Missile and Space Systems Technology 
   

29 29 29.0408 Munitions Systems/Ordinance Technology 
   

29 29 29.0409 Radar Communications and Systems Technology 
   

29 29 29.0499 Military Systems and Maintenance Technology, Other. 
   

29 29 29.9999 Military Technologies and Applied Sciences, Other. 
   

30 30 30.0101 Biological and Physical Sciences X X X X 

30 30 30.0601 Systems Science and Theory 
   

X 

30 30 30.0801 Mathematics and Computer Science 
   

30 30 30.1001 Biopsychology X 
  

X 

30 30 30.1701 Behavioral Sciences. X X X X 

30 30 30.1801 Natural Sciences X X X X 

30 30 30.1901 Nutrition Sciences 
   

X 

30 30 30.2501 Cognitive Science X 
  

X 

30 30 30.2701 Human Biology. 
 

X 
 

X 

30 30 30.3001 Computational Science. X X X X 

30 30 30.3101 Human Computer Interaction. 
    

30 30 30.3201 Marine Sciences 
   

X 

30 30 30.3301 Sustainability Studies. 
   

X 

40 40 40.0101 Physical Sciences X X X X 

40 40 40.0201 Astronomy 
    

40 40 40.0202 Astrophysics 
    

40 40 40.0203 Planetary Astronomy and Science 
   

40 40 40.0299 Astronomy and Astrophysics, Other. 
   

40 40 40.0401 Atmospheric Sciences and Meteorology, General 
  

X 

40 40 40.0402 Atmospheric Chemistry and Climatology 
  

X 

40 40 40.0403 Atmospheric Physics and Dynamics 
  

X 

40 40 40.0404 Meteorology 
   

X 

40 40 40.0499 Atmospheric Sciences and Meteorology, Other. 
  

X 

40 40 40.0501 Chemistry, General X X X X 

40 40 40.0502 Analytical Chemistry 
   

X 

40 40 40.0503 Inorganic Chemistry 
   

X 

40 Organic Chemistry 
 

X 
 

X 

40 40 40.0506 Physical Chemistry 
 

X 
 

X 

40 40 40.0507 Polymer Chemistry 
   

X 

40 40 40.0508 Chemical Physics 
 

X 
 

X 

40 40 40.0509 Environmental Chemistry 
   

X 

40 40 40.0510 Forensic Chemistry 
 

X 
  

40 40 40.0511 Theoretical Chemistry 
   

X 

40 40 40.0599 Chemistry, Other. 
 

X 
 

X 

40 40 40.0601 Geology/Earth Science, General X X X X 

40 40 40.0602 Geochemistry 
   

X 

40 40 40.0603 Geophysics and Seismology 
   

X 

40 40 40.0604 Paleontology 
   

X 
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40 40 40.0605 Hydrology and Water Resources Science 
  

X 

40 40 40.0606 Geochemistry and Petrology 
   

X 

40 40 40.0607 Oceanography, Chemical and Physical 
  

X 

40 40 40.0699 Geological and Earth Sciences/Geosciences, Other. 
  

X 

40 40 40.0801 Physics, General 
   

X 

40 40 40.0802 Atomic/Molecular Physics 
   

X 

40 40 40.0804 Elementary Particle Physics 
   

X 

40 40 40.0805 Plasma and High-Temperature Physics 
   

40 40 40.0806 Nuclear Physics 
   

X 

40 40 40.0807 Optics/Optical Sciences 
   

X 

40 40 40.0808 Condensed Matter and Materials Physics 
   

40 40 40.0809 Acoustics 
    

40 40 40.0810 Theoretical and Mathematical Physics 
  

X 

40 40 40.0899 Physics, Other. 
   

X 

40 40 40.1001 Materials Science X 
 

X X 

40 40 40.1002 Materials Chemistry 
   

X 

40 40 40.1099 Materials Sciences, Other. X 
 

X X 

40 40 40.9999 Physical Sciences, Other. X X X X 

41 41 41.0000 Science Technologies/Technicians, General X X X X 

41 41 41.0101 Biology Technician/Biotechnology Laboratory Technician X X X X 

41 Industrial Radiologic Technology/Technician 
   

41 41 41.0205 Nuclear/Nuclear Power Technology/Technician 
  

X 

41 41 41.0299 Nuclear and Industrial Radiologic Technologies/Technicians, Other. 
 

X 

41 41 41.0301 Chemical Technology/Technician X X X X 

41 41 41.0303 Chemical Process Technology 
   

X 

41 41 41.0399 Physical Science Technologies/Technicians, Other. X X X X 

41 41 41.9999 Science Technologies/Technicians, Other. X X X X 

42 42 42.2701 Cognitive Psychology and Psycholinguistics 
   

42 42 42.2702 Comparative Psychology 
    

42 42 42.2703 Developmental and Child Psychology 
   

42 42 42.2704 Experimental Psychology 
    

42 42 42.2705 Personality Psychology 
   

X 

42 42 42.2706 Physiological Psychology/Psychobiology 
   

42 42 42.2707 Social Psychology 
   

X 

42 42 42.2708 Psychometrics and Quantitative Psychology 
   

42 42 42.2709 Psychopharmacology 
    

42 42 42.2799 Research and Experimental Psychology, Other. 
   

43 43 43.0106 Forensic Science and Technology X 
  

43 43 43.0116 Cyber/Computer Forensics and Counterterrorism. 
   

45 45 45.0301 Archeology. 
   

X 

45 45 45.0603 Econometrics and Quantitative Economics. X X 
 

X 

45 45 45.0702 Geographic Information Science and Cartography X 
 

X 

49 49 49.0101 Aeronautics/Aviation/Aerospace Science and Technology, General. 
  

51 51 51.1002 Cytotechnology/Cytotechnologist. X X X 

51 51 51.1005 Clinical Laboratory Science/Medical Technology/Technologist. X 
 

X X 

51 51 51.1401 Medical Scientist X 
 

X X 

51 Pharmaceutics and Drug Design X 
 

X X 

51 Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Chemistry X 
 

X X 

51 Natural Products Chemistry and Pharmacognosy 
  

X 

51 Clinical and Industrial Drug Development. X 
 

X X 

51 Pharmacoeconomics/Pharmaceutical Economics. 
  

X 

51 Industrial and Physical Pharmacy and Cosmetic Sciences. 
   

51 Pharmaceutical Sciences. X 
 

X X 

51 Environmental Health. X X X X 

51 Health/Medical Physics. X 
 

X X 

51 Veterinary Anatomy X X X X 

51 Veterinary Physiology X X X X 

51 Veterinary Microbiology and Immunobiology X X X X 

51 Veterinary Pathology and Pathobiology X X X X 

51 Veterinary Toxicology and Pharmacology X X X X 

51 Veterinary Preventive Medicine Epidemiology and Public Health X X X X 
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51 Veterinary Infectious Diseases X X X X 

51 Medical Informatics X X X X 

52 Management Science 
   

X 

52 Business Statistics 
  

X X 

52 Actuarial Science 
  

X X 

52 Management Science and Quantitative Methods, Other 
  

X 

      
TOTALS 424 196 179 177 324 

PERCENT 46 40 42 76 
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